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DASSY professional workwear
DASSY is a European brand of professional workwear, specially designed for professionals in various sectors, including  

construction, road building and logistics. With over 45 years of experience in manufacturing workwear, DASSY offers workwear 

all across Europe, which stands for quality, functionality and durability. A commitment we continue to make!
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It is impossible to imagine today’s workplace without the name DASSY ‘professional workwear’. With a focus on professional high-quality 

workwear, DASSY continues to grow its market share in over 20 countries thanks to an extensive dealer network. 

HOUSEHOLD NAME

DASSY EUROPE BVBA was established in 2007 as a spin-off of a Belgian textile group 

with over 45 years of experience in the production of workwear. All these years 

of expertise in the field of pattern development, raw material procurement and  

clothing manufacture form the basis for developing professional workwear with a 

single objective in mind: to make the performance of hard-working professionals such 

as yourself safer and more practical.

D

D

D

DFACTS & FIGURES
 

OUR TEAM
 

Our experienced sales team, multilingual customer service 

and in-house marketing and graphical department are all 

part of our larger team of dedicated people, who are fully  

committed to our brand. 

Moreover, we strive to build a long-term relationship based 

on trust with our customers and suppliers. 

Within this scope, our team of enthusiastic employees 

make every effort to fulfil this objective day after day. This  

translates into a customer-friendly service in your own  

language, solutionoriented answers to all your questions and 

support with your orders.

DISTRIBUTING 
1 MILLION PIECES 
ANNUALLY

+ 1000 DEALERS 
REPRESENT THE 
BRAND DASSY

ACTIVE IN OVER 
20 COUNTRIES 
ACROSS EUROPE

500.000 PIECES 
PERMANENT IN STOCK

YOUR COMPANY  
DASSY EUROPE

OUR TEAM OF DEDICATED PEOPLED

D

D

D
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IN FULL CONTROL OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESSD

D

D

D

OUR TEAM
 

permanent stock of over 500,000 items
 

1. OWN R&D 
DASSY is in full control of the entire process, from design 

to logistics. All DASSY collections are developed by an  

in-house creative and experienced Belgian R&D team.  

From styling to packaging, they closely monitor every step in the  

development process.

3. OWN WAREHOUSE 
Apart from in-house design and own production, the perma-

nent stock of over 500,000 items is managed under our 

control in our semi-automatic warehouse, which allows for 

a quick and correct daily delivery to over 1000 professional 

dealers across Europe.

2. OWN PRODUCTION
The workwear is manufactured in our own production  

centre. This modern plant boasts the latest equipment, and 

a professional team sees to it that every piece of DASSY  

workwear complies with all standards and requirements so 

as to guarantee a maximum level of quality.

CONCLUSION 
Thanks to these assets, DASSY stands out in terms of a  

generally high-quality level and great flexibility to swiftly  

respond to the specific needs of the professional market. 

This enables us to achieve our objective to offer profes- 

sional workwear that complies with all your expectations as a  

demanding professional.
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DASSY stands for professional workwear, specially designed for professionals from 

various industries such as construction, road building and logistics. Choose from 

a comprehensive range of workwear that guarantees quality, functionality and  

durability. These are the core values on which we build all our collections.

YOUR WORKWEAR
OUR   CORE   VALUES

When choosing workwear, people indirectly also make their choice based on the label 

attached to it and the values associated with a brand. If you opt for DASSY professional 

workwear, then you also wear the name “DASSY”, and this name has a certain quality 

to it…

YOUR   BRAND 
OUR  GUARANTEE

The DASSY workwear is subjected to a series of extensive tests. Before the 

actual design of the workwear, requirements are set which the fabric and the 

finishings have to meet, followed by extensive testing. This ensures that no 

concessions are made in terms of quality after the design has been finalised.

During manufacturing the result is tested extensively once more, for example on 

wear resistance, colour fastness, tensile strength and tear resistance, comple-

mented with the necessary washing and creasing tests. Beside testing in the in-

house industrial laundry, tests are also carried out by independent, recognised 

test centres and institutes. This makes for an additional guarantee that your 

workwear meets the highest quality requirements.

PASSED    WITH    DISTINCTIOND

D

D

D

QUALITY    IS    CONSONANT    WITH    DURABILITY

FUNCTIONALITY    AND    COMFORT    AT    WORK

DESIGN    AS    ADDED    VALUE

D

D

D

DD

D

D

DD

D

D

D

DASSY professional workwear is synonymous with durable workwear that offers long-term protection during your work. In short,  

the essence for any professional. To guarantee a maximum level of quality, DASSY dedicates itself relentlessly so that every piece of 

workwear bearing the DASSY label meets the most stringent requirements.

DASSY workwear is expertly designed on the basis of the specific work situation of the user down to the smallest detail. This is why 

this workwear meets the professional’s wishes in terms of functionality, safety, ease of use and ease of maintenance. 

DASSY combines timeless design with innovative elements and builds up all collections so that you can quickly and easily find the 

right clothing combination, completely in line with your company colours. 
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CERTIFIED    TRUST

Although used too often nowadays as a trendy word, DASSY considers  

social responsibility a fundamental commitment to strive for social and 

environmental objectives in all business operations and relations with other 

actors. Within this scope, we always take the utmost care when choosing the 

products and suppliers we work with, we opt for environmentally friendly 

processes and continuously pay attention to the working conditions and the 

welfare of all our employees.

The great importance DASSY attaches to this engagement can be felt throug-

hout the entire production process. For example, all raw materials used meet 

the Oeko-tex® standards, which ensures that no harmful substances are used 

in the manufacturing of our clothing and naturally speaking we oppose any 

forms of child labour, exploitation or discrimination. Based on this continuous 

pursuit of sustainable development DASSY wants to be a beacon of trust for 

any user.

A strong brand needs a strong product, and who can decide on this better than 

professionals like yourself? That’s why all DASSY collections are developed in 

close collaboration with the users and we also call upon the DASSY TEST TEAM: 

a group of professionals from diverse occupations and industries who test each 

model from the DASSY range in great depth. They assess the workwear based 

on its performances on the job, exactly where it matters most, without any 

concessions.

Their recommendations are studied in depth and taken into account in the 

design, after which the adjusted models are tested again until the result meets 

their expectations. This means you can rest assured that your DASSY work 

trousers, jacket or overall has been tested, approved and cleared for action by 

demanding professionals such as yourself.

TESTED    BY    PROFESSIONALS:    THE    REAL    WORKD

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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IN OUR  RANGE

8

GLASGOWMAGNETIC
DASSY® DASSY®

HIGH-VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS WITH 
MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS (200899)

TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS  
AND KNEE POCKETS (200908)

CAN YOU RESIST THE ATTRACTION OF  
THE DASSY® MAGNETIC?

TAILORED FIT + WATER-REPELLENT STRETCH FABRIC

CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS + HOLSTER POCKETS

NEW MULTIFUNCTIONAL BELT LOOP + BUTTON TO ATTACH YOUR TOOLS

ALL THE POCKETS YOU NEED TO SAFELY 
STORE AWAY YOUR TOOLS.

Cordura® knee pockets + holster pockets

P.79P.18 

P.79P.18
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IN OUR  RANGE

GORDON 
WITH LOOPS

DASSY® DASSY®

HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (400156)

CANVAS TOOL POUCHES (BY PAIR)
WITH VELCRO LOOPS (800076) 

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH VISIBILITY OUTFIT WITH 
THESE NEW BRACE OVERALLS!

Available as from Summer 2017

Cordura® knee pockets

All pockets reinforced with Cordura®

THE DASSY® GORDON NOW COMES WITH 
USEFUL LOOPS!

Easy to attach to the belt

Can be used with any DASSY® trousers  

P.86 P.117

P.86 P.117

9

MALMEDY
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WINTER JACKET (300411)

T-SHIRT (710019)

MINSK

KINETIC

DASSY®

DASSY®

CONTRAST STITCHING
SUITABLE FOR EMBROIDERY AND PRINTING

COMPLETELY WATERPROOF + WINDPROOF
REFLECTIVE DETAILS - KEY RING FOR ID BADGE

THIS WINTER JACKET CAN BE COMBINED WITH ALL DASSY COLLECTIONS!

GET IN MOTION WITH THE DASSY® KINETIC!

10

under construction

under construction
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DASSY D-FX
DASSY-EFFECTS - The DASSY D-FX collection leaves no one unmoved. Thanks to dynamic fits and energetic designs, this workwear 
distinguishes itself from the rest.

SPECIAL-EFFECTS - Whether it’s bracing for a forceful wind, smashing through a brick wall or landing on the hard ground, with 
the right workwear, you can create any special effect.

PRACTICAL-EFFECTS - Experience the practical effects of a powerful technical design: water-repellent finish, Cordura® 
reinforcements and stretch fabric make a strong impression.

VISUAL-EFFECTS - The innovative designs in four exciting colours and added reflective details, produce the desired visual 
effects. Combine your work trousers with matching topwear to assemble an impressive work outfit!

D-FX [abbr. DASSY-Effects] [DASSY collection]: 
THE EFFECT OR INFLUENCE THAT CERTAIN WORKWEAR 
HAS ON SOMEONE OR SOMETHING.
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THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING

REFLECTIVE DETAILS 

CORDURA® 
REINFORCEMENTS

LARGE HEM (extra 5 cm)CERTIFIED CORDURA®  
KNEE POCKETS

LOWERED WAIST

BUTTON FOR 
KNIFE HOLDER

HIDDEN BUTTON 
AND ZIPPER

ADJUSTABLE 
BACK ELASTIC

ZIP-UP SAFETY 
POCKET MULTIFUNCTIONAL 

BELT LOOP

MAGNETIC
A CLOSER LOOK AT DASSY D-FX

Experience D-Effects of a dynamic fit and 
powerful technical design.

TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS  
WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND 
KNEE POCKETS (200908)

2

1

5

3
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CORDURA® 
REINFORCEMENTS

1

2

3

4

5

   MULTIFUNCTIONAL BELT LOOP

   ZIP-UP SAFETY POCKET 

    HIGH-PERFORMANCE FABRIC

    CORDURA® REINFORCED POCKETS

ZIP-UP SAFETY POCKET

To keep your wallet and other valuables safely on you.

CORDURA® REINFORCED POCKETS. 

As a result, these are exceptionally tough and durable pockets, where 

you can safely store nails and other sharp tools.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE FABRIC

Apart from the hard-wearing and durable qualities of a polyester-cotton 

blend, this fabric is also water-repellent and elastic. Both qualities make 

for a durable and comfortable pair of work trousers.

A CLOSER LOOK AT DASSY D-FX
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS  
WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND 
KNEE POCKETS (200908)

   BUTTON FOR KNIFE HOLDER

BUTTON FOR KNIFE HOLDER 

Attach your knife holder to this button to safely store your knife and 

have it at hand. 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BELT LOOP 

This velcro belt loop allows you to attach your tool holder to your work 

trousers.
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TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - DASSY® NOVA I TWO-TONE SWEATSHIRT JACKET - DASSY® PULSE

TWO-TONE POLO-SHIRT - DASSY® ORBITAL I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY® SPARTA 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® SPECTRUM
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS (200892)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front  
pockets - 2 back pockets without flap - leg pocket - ruler pocket - knife 
pocket - mobile phone pocket - ID card holder - zip-up safety pocket 
reflective details - adjustable back elastic - tailored fit - lowered waist 
three-needle stitching - contrast stitching - water-repellent fabric 
mechanical stretch - large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 63 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

water-repellent fabric
mechanical stretch

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® NOVA
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(200846)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pock-
ets - 2 back pockets without flap - 2 leg pockets - pen holder - ruler pocket 
3 Cordura® tool loops - mobile phone pocket - ID card holder - zip-up safety 
pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - reflective details - adjustable 
back elastic - tailored fit - lowered waist - three-needle stitching - contrast 
stitching - water-repellent fabric - mechanical stretch - large hem (extra 
5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

PESCO 63 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

water-repellent fabric
mechanical stretch

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - DASSY® NOVA I TWO-TONE SWEATSHIRT JACKET - DASSY® PULSE

TWO-TONE POLO-SHIRT - DASSY® ORBITAL I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY® SPARTA 
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® MAGNETIC
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND 

KNEE POCKETS (200908)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - hidden button and zipper 
multifunctional belt loop - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pockets 
2 back pockets without flap - leg pocket - ruler pocket - knife pocket 
button for knife holder - mobile phone pocket - ID card holder - zip-up safety 
pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - reflective details - adjustable 
back elastic - tailored fit - lowered waist - three-needle stitching - contrast  
stitching - water-repellent fabric - mechanical stretch - large hem 
(extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

PESCO 63 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

water-repellent fabric
mechanical stretch

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® COSMIC
TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS (250067)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pock-
ets - 2 back pockets without flap - 2 leg pockets - pen holder - ruler pocket 
3 Cordura® tool loops - mobile phone pocket - ID card holder - zip-up safety 
pocket - adjustable back elastic - tailored fit - lowered waist - three-needle 
stitching - contrast stitching - water-repellent fabric - mechanical stretch

PESCO 63 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

water-repellent fabric
mechanical stretch

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey, 
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® VOLTIC
TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS (400148)

Elastic back - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pockets - chest 
pocket - 2 back pockets without flap - 2 leg pockets - pen holder - ruler 
pocket - 3 Cordura® tool loops - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket  
ID card holder - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - tailored fit - adjust-
able waist - reflective details - three-needle stitching - contrast stitching 
water-repellent fabric - mechanical stretch - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

PESCO 63 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

water-repellent fabric
mechanical stretch

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® ATOM
TWO-TONE WORK JACKET (300403)

Rib-knit storm cuffs - Cordura® elbow patches - adjustable waist with elastic 
cord - concealed zipper with chin protection - zipper inside back panel for 
embroidery or printing - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket with 
zipper - 2 internal pockets - reflective details - mesh lining - water-repellent 
fabric - mechanical stretch - two-needle stitching - contrast stitching

PESCO 63 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

mesh lining
water-repellent fabric
mechanical stretch

black/anthracite grey (blue mesh lining),  
azure blue/anthracite grey (grey mesh lining),  
clay brown/anthracite grey (grey mesh lining),  
anthracite grey/black (blue mesh lining)

XS-3XL

60° P
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DASSY® GRAVITY
TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL JACKET (300396)

Rib-knit storm cuffs - Cordura® elbow patches - adjustable waist with elastic 
cord - waterproof zipper with chin protection - longer back - 2 front pockets 
with zipper - mobile phone pocket - pocket for small tablet - internal pocket 
detachable hood adjustable with elastic cord - reflective details - three-layer 
softshell, interior layer fleece lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric 
breathable fabric - mechanical stretch - two-needle stitching - reinforced 
from shoulder to shoulder - contrast stitching

PES 21 - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

mechanical stretch
fleece lining
waterproof*, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey, 
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

XS-3XL

30°

* Solely applicable to the fabric of the garment, not to the garment itself.

DASSY® FUSION
TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL BODY WARMER (350111)

Zipper with chin protection - zipper inside back panel for embroidery or 
printing - knitted collar - knitted bottom - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest 
pocket with zipper - mobile phone pocket - pocket for small tablet - internal 
pocket - reflective details - fleece lining - waterproof fabric - windproof 
fabric - breathable fabric - mechanical stretch - three-layer softshell, interior 
layer fleece lining - two-needle stitching - contrast stitching - reinforced 
from shoulder to shoulder

PES 21 - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

fleece lining
mechanical stretch
waterproof*, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey, 
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

XS-3XL

30°

* Solely applicable to the fabric of the garment, not to the garment itself.
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WINDPROOF AND
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

SKIN

TRANSPIRATION

RAIN

OUTER FABRIC

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

RAIN

TRANSPIRATION

WIND

LAMINATION

3D MESH

OUTER FABRIC WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF AND BREATHABLE FABRIC 
The high standards for water resistance and the breathable properties of this fabric assure 
that you remain dry longer while working in adverse weather conditions.

WATERPROOF ZIPPERS
WATERTIGHT TAPED SEAMS

KEEP WIND OUT 
ADJUSTABLE CUFFS & WAIST 

EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - CLASS 3
CERTIFIED

ADAPTABLE
DETACHABLE HOOD ADJUSTABLE 
WITH ELASTIC CORD

Equipped with watertight taped seams, waterproof zippers and a high-perfor-
mance waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric, the DASSY® Hyper offers 
a fail-safe protection against the rain. Also, you can keep out icy wind by  
adjusting the width of the cuffs or waist yourself. 

WIND- AND WATERPROOF JACKET (300404)

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR  
THE 3D MESH LINING CREATES AN INSULATION 
LAYER BETWEEN YOUR SKIN AND THE JACKET’S FABRIC

Adjustable cuffs with velcro and rib-knit storm cuffs - adjustable waist with elastic cord - concealed waterproof zipper with chin protection - zipper inside back panel 
for embroidery or printing - longer back - 2 front pockets with zipper - waterproof zip-up chest pocket - 2 internal pockets - detachable hood adjustable with elastic 
cord - reflective details - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric - breathable fabric - 3D mesh lining - two-needle stitching - watertight taped seams - contrast stitching

PES 80 - 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2

3D mesh lining
watertight taped seams
waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000g/m2/24h

XS-3XL

40°

black/black (blue mesh lining), 
black/anthracite grey (grey mesh lining),  

azure blue/anthracite grey (grey mesh lining), 
anthracite grey/black (grey mesh lining)

HYPERDASSY
®
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DASSY® SONIC
T-SHIRT WITH LONG SLEEVES (710012)

Long sleeves - round neck in ribbed knit - reinforced from shoulder to  
shoulder - zipper with chin protection - side vents - two-needle stitching on 
neck, sleeves and bottom - contrast stitching - single jersey combed cotton 
suitable for embroidery and printing

COSPA 05 - 92% cotton/8% elastane, ± 220 g/m2

black/azure blue, anthracite grey/azure blue

XS-4XL

60°

DASSY® ORBITAL
TWO-TONE POLO-SHIRT (710011)

Short sleeves - knitted collar - closing with 3 buttons - side vents - longer 
back - contrast stitching - cotton micro piqué - suitable for embroidery and 
printing

CO 46 - 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

black/azure blue, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/azure blue

XS-4XL

40°
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DASSY® STELLAR
TWO-TONE SWEATSHIRT (300394)

Cordura® elbow patches - zipper with chin protection - hidden zip-up safety 
pocket - long sleeves - reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves 
knitted cuffs, bottom and collar - collar adjustable with cord - kangaroo 
pocket - contrast stitching - suitable for embroidery and printing

COPES 80 - 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

XS-3XL

40°

DASSY® PULSE
TWO-TONE SWEATSHIRT JACKET (300400)

Cordura® elbow patches - zipper with chin protection - zipper inside back 
panel for embroidery or printing - 2 front pockets - hidden zip-up safety 
pocket - double layered hood adjustable with cord - teddy lining - long 
sleeves - reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves - knitted cuffs, 
bottom and collar - contrast stitching - suitable for embroidery and printing

COPES 80 - 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

teddy lining

black/anthracite grey, azure blue/anthracite grey,  
clay brown/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black

XS-3XL

40°



DASSY DNA
EXTREMELY IRRESISTIBLE WORKWEAR

DASSY DNA stands for durable workwear that’s also incredibly good-looking, hence “extremely irresistible workwear”.  
This complete, innovative collection was specially designed for self-assured professionals who value durable workwear that also 
allows them to make a good impression. 

Choose from great-looking trousers, sexy shorts, attractive jackets and brace overalls, available in five stylish colourways,  
suitable for professionals in a variety of occupations and industries. You can count on superior durability thanks to the  
extremely hard-wearing and highly comfortable canvas fabric and additional Cordura® reinforcements on high-wear 
areas such as elbows and knees as well as on the multiple pockets.

In short, DASSY DNA equals workwear that’s both tough and easy on the eyes, adaptable to the specific needs of the 
professional. Hence Durable, Noticeable and Adaptable.
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THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING

CORDURA® 
REINFORCEMENTS

LARGE HEM (extra 5 cm)CERTIFIED CORDURA®  
KNEE POCKETS

HIDDEN ZIP-UP
SAFETY POCKET

HIDDEN BUTTON 
AND ZIPPER

ADJUSTABLE 
BACK ELASTIC

CONNOR
A CLOSER LOOK AT DASSY DNA
DNA is in all of us, it’s what makes us 
unique. Choose your DASSY DNA and 
stand out among the rest!

CANVAS WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200893)

1
4 5

2 3
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1

2

3

4

5

    HIDDEN BUTTON AND ZIPPER

    CERTIFIED CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS

    LARGE HEM (EXTRA 5 CM)

    ADJUSTABLE BACK ELASTIC

    CORDURA® REINFORCEMENTS

The CERTIFIED CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS in combination with the DASSY 

CRATOS certified knee pads offer you a complete knee protection

(EN 14404:2004+A1:2010).

LARGE HEM (extra 5 cm). 

Easily lengthen your work trousers by five centimetres. By simply undoing 

one seam in the hem, you can conveniently extend the trousers, without 

having to hem them once again.

CORDURA® REINFORCEMENTS on all pockets. As a result, these are excep-

tionally tough and durable pockets, where you can safely store nails and 

other sharp tools.

The ADJUSTABLE BACK ELASTIC allows for a perfect fitting around your 

waist.

The HIDDEN BUTTON AND ZIPPER eliminate the risk of scratches or  

electrical conductivity on the job. 

CANVAS WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200893)

p. 116
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® STARK
CANVAS WORK TROUSERS (200721)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front 
pockets - back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - leg pocket  
pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - mobile phone pocket - hidden 
zip-up safety pocket - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist 
three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)
 

PESCO 25 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® CONNOR
CANVAS WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(200893)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pock-
ets - back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - 2 leg pockets - tool 
pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - knife holder - mobile 
phone pocket - hidden zip-up safety pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle 
stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

 

PESCO 25 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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CANVAS WORK TROUSER - DASSY®  STARK I THREE-LAYERED FLEECE JACKET REINFORCED WITH CANVAS - DASSY®  CROFT

CANVAS BODY WARMER - DASSY®  WAYNE I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  HERMES
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY
®

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® BOLT
CANVAS BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(400149)

Pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pockets - chest pocket 
back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - leg pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - mobile phone pocket 
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit - adjustable waist 
three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

 

PESCO 25 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® SMITH
CANVAS WORK SHORTS (250044)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front 
pockets - back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - leg pocket  
pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - mobile phone pocket - hidden 
zip-up safety pocket - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist 
three-needle stitching
 

PESCO 25 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black 

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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WINDPROOF AND
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

SKIN

TRANSPIRATION

RAIN

OUTER FABRIC

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

THREE-LAYERED FLEECE FABRIC 
The waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric provides additional protection in case 
of bad weather. You remain comfortably dry and pleasantly warm while working,  
because your body temperature is preserved excellently, while moisture vapour can be 
transmitted.

Not just any fleece jacket. Face the coldest winter weather thanks 
to the advanced three-layer design of the CROFT. Rely on this fleece 
jacket for long-term work comfort.

THREE-LAYERED FLEECE JACKET 
REINFORCED WITH CANVAS (300319) 

CHIN PROTECTION

Rib-knit storm cuffs - Cordura® elbow patches - zipper with chin protection - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket - pen holder - waterproof fabric - windproof 
fabric - breathable fabric - anti-pilling

PES 28 - 100% polyester, ± 350 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
anti-pilling
three-layered fleece
WR = 4000mm - MVP =  2000g/m2/24h

XS-3XL

            

CORDURA® REINFORCEMENT 
AT THE ELBOWS 

YOUR FLEECE CONTINUES TO LOOK AS GOOD 
AS NEW THANKS TO THE ANTI-PILLING 
PROPERTIES OF THE FABRIC

RIB-KNIT STORM CUFFS 
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PROTECTION

 AGAINST THE WIND

30°

black/black, black/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black, midnight blue/black

RAIN

TRANSPIRATION

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC  

WINDPROOF 
AND BREATHABLE 
MEMBRANE

OUTER FABRIC

CROFTDASSY
®
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DASSY
®

CANVAS WINTER JACKET - DASSY®  AUSTIN I HOODED SWEATSHIRT REINFORCED WITH CANVAS - DASSY®  INDY



Adjustable cuffs with velcro and rib-knit storm cuffs - Cordura® elbow patches - preformed sleeves - elastic waist - concealed waterproof zipper with chin protec-
tion - zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket - waterproof zip-up chest pocket - ID card holder - mobile 
phone pocket - pen holder - 2 internal pockets - detachable hood adjustable with elastic cord - quilted lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric - breathable 
fabric - two-needle stitching - watertight taped seams

PES 90 - 100% polyester, ± 240 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

quilted lining
waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric
watertight taped seams
WR = 10000 mm - MVP = 7000 g/m2/24h

XS-3XL

WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF AND BREATHABLE FABRIC 
The high standards for water resistance and the breathable properties of this fabric assure 
that you remain dry longer while working in adverse weather conditions.

 CORDURA® 
REINFORCEMENT 

AT THE ELBOWS CERTIFIED
EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - CLASS 3

ADJUSTABLE CUFFS 
WITH VELCRO AND 
RIB-KNIT STORM CUFF PREFORMED 

SLEEVES FOR 
ADDITIONAL 

COMFORT

DETACHABLE HOOD
ADJUSTABLE WITH
ELASTIC CORD

This sturdy winter jacket accompanies you in cold, windy and rainy 
weather. The waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric in combi-
nation with waterproof seams and zippers ensure that the AUSTIN is 
the obvious choice for all your outdoor activities.

CANVAS WINTER JACKET (500098)
               

WATERPROOF ZIP-UP 
CHEST POCKET

ID CARD HOLDER

CONCEALED 
WATERPROOF 
ZIPPER

30°

RAIN

TRANSPIRATION

WIND

QUILTED LINING

LAMINATION

OUTER FABRIC

black/black, black/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black, midnight blue/black

AUSTINDASSY
®

CERTIFIED
CERTIFIED EN 14058:2004
CLASS 1-3-2-X-X
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® KENT
CANVAS WORK JACKET (300316)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - Cordura® elbow patches - adjustable waist 
by snap fasteners - concealed zipper with chin protection - back pleats 
pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest 
pocket - chest pocket with zipper - ID card holder - mobile phone pocket 
pen holder - internal pocket - two-needle stitching
 

PESCO 25 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black 

XS-3XL

60° P

DASSY® WAYNE
CANVAS BODY WARMER (350087)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - concealed zipper with chin protection 
zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - back pleats - longer 
back - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket - chest pocket with zipper  
ID card holder - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - 2 internal pockets 
fleece lining - two-needle stitching
 

PESCO 25 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

fleece lining

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black 

XS-3XL

30°
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DASSY® INDY
HOODED SWEATSHIRT REINFORCED WITH CAN-
VAS (300318)

Cordura® elbow patches - double layered hood adjustable with cord - long 
sleeves - reinforced shoulders - knitted cuffs and bottom - short zipper 
kangaroo pocket - contrast stitching - suitable for embroidery and printing
 

COPES 90 - 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/black, black/anthracite grey, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black

XS-4XL

40°





DASSY CLASSIC
WORKWEAR THAT DOES THE JOB FOR YOU

The DASSY professional workwear CLASSIC collection offers you a comprehensive and high-quality range of professional 
workwear. 

Every professional values a good work outfit. Workwear needs to fit, but especially needs to be strong and durable as well. 
DASSY workwear goes one step further and also makes work easier for you… so “Workwear that does the job for you”  
is more than just a slogan. We strive to make the performance of hard-working professionals such as yourself safer and more 
practical.

The CLASSIC collection is designed in such a manner that you can quickly and easily choose the correct combination of 
clothes completely in line with your specific work situation. Apart from the use of durable and hard-wearing materials,  
particular attention is therefore also paid to functionality and comfort. This makes that the CLASSIC line has everything 
to meet any professional needs.



THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING

LEG POCKET WITH 
TOOL POCKETS

LARGE HEM (extra 5 cm)CERTIFIED CORDURA®  
KNEE POCKETS

ZIP-UP
SAFETY POCKET

ADJUSTABLE 
BACK ELASTIC

BOSTON
A CLOSER LOOK AT DASSY CLASSIC
DASSY CLASSIC stands for extremely 
sound values: durability, functionality 
and comfort for every professional.

TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (200426)

4

1

5

2 3

6
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1

2

3

4

5

6

    ZIP-UP SAFETY POCKET

    CERTIFIED CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS

    LARGE HEM (EXTRA 5 CM)

    ADJUSTABLE BACK ELASTIC

    LEG POCKET WITH TOOL POCKETS

    THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING

The CERTIFIED CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS in combination with the DASSY 

CRATOS certified knee pads offer you a complete knee protection

(EN 14404:2004+A1:2010).

LARGE HEM (extra 5 cm). 

Easily lengthen your work trousers by five centimetres. By simply undoing 

one seam in the hem, you can conveniently extend the trousers, without 

having to hem them once again.

THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING on any work trousers from the CLASSIC collec-

tion. An additional quality guarantee for durable workwear and long-term 

protection.

The ADJUSTABLE BACK ELASTIC allows for a perfect fitting around your 

waist.

Easily accessible LEG POCKET WITH TOOL POCKETS for all-round use: you 

always have the right tools within reach.

Large, convenient ZIP-UP SAFETY POCKET. Rather than opting for a light, 
less reliable cotton lining, this pocket is made from the same durable fabric 
as the entire work trousers.

TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (200426)

p. 116
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® LIVERPOOL
WORK TROUSERS (200427)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

beige, black, cement grey, navy, royal blue 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® NASHVILLE
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS (200658)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

bottle green/black, white/cement grey 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® MIAMI
WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS (200487)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen 
holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey, navy, royal blue 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey, royal blue 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® BOSTON
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (200426)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen 
holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

beige/black, black/cement grey, bottle green/black,  
cement grey/black, white/cement grey 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/cement grey, bottle green/black,  
cement grey/black, navy/royal blue, royal blue/navy 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P



TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS - DASSY®  SEATTLE I FLEECE JACKET - DASSY®  PENZA
BODY WARMER - DASSY®  MONS I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  HERMES
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS - DASSY®  SEATTLE I FLEECE JACKET - DASSY®  PENZA
BODY WARMER - DASSY®  MONS I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  HERMES

DASSY® OXFORD
WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND 
KNEE POCKETS (200444)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to  tuck away  
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey, navy, royal blue 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® SEATTLE
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH
MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS (200428)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to tuck away  
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

beige/black, white/cement grey 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/cement grey, cement grey/black, red/cement grey, 
royal blue/navy 

Available in different inside leg lengths exept in red/cement grey.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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DASSY® KNOXVILLE
STRETCH JEANS WORK TROUSERS 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (200691)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets without flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - knee pockets with  
velcro - regular fit - regular waist - enzyme stonewashed stretch jeans fabric 
three-needle stitching

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - knee pockets in  
combination with CRATOS kneepads.

CO 94 - 91% cotton/8% polyester/1% Lycra®, 11,5 oz (± 390 g/m2)

jeans blue 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 24-50

60° P

DASSY® VEGAS
WORK TROUSERS WITH REFLECTIVE TAPE (200822)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
reflective tape of 50 mm - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist  
three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

black, navy 

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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DASSY® KINGSTON
CANVAS WORK TROUSERS (200622)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket - adjust-
able back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching - large 
hem (extra 5 cm)

COPES 60 - 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

black, cement grey 
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® JACKSON
CANVAS TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS (200596)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

COPES 60 - 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey 
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® TEXAS
CANVAS TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND 
KNEE POCKETS (200595)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to tuck away 
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
double ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjustable 
Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist  
three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

COPES 60 - 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey  
  Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® BARI
WORK SHORTS (250011)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

beige, black, cement grey, navy, royal blue

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® MONZA
TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS WITH MULTI-POCKETS 
(250012)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to tuck away 
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
- pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjust-
able back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/cement grey, cement grey/black, royal blue/navy,  
white/cement grey 

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® ROMA
TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS (250024)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

bottle green/black, white/cement grey

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® VENTURA
BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS (400101)

2 front pockets - chest pocket - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets 
tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone 
pocket - internal pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit 
adjustable waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, bottle green, cement grey, navy, royal blue 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® CALAIS
TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL (400138)

2 front pockets - chest pocket - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - pen 
holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - regular fit - elastic sides 
three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

black/cement grey, cement grey/black 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® VERSAILLES
TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(400124)

2 front pockets - chest pocket - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets 
tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone 
pocket - internal pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit 
adjustable waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

beige/black, black/cement grey, bottle green/black,  
cement grey/black, royal blue/navy, white/cement grey 

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® CANNES
TWO-TONE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(100286)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - back 
pleats - 2 front pockets - side opening - 2 chest pockets - 2 back pockets 
with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile 
phone pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - back elastic - regular fit  
reflective piping - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/cement grey, bottle green/black, cement grey/black,  
navy/royal blue, royal blue/navy 

XS-3XL

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable 

 

 

DASSY® NOUVILLE
WORK JACKET (300195)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners - zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - 2 big front pockets - 2 chest pockets 
mobile phone pocket - pen holder - tool pocket - internal pocket - reflective 
piping - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy, royal blue 

XS-3XL

60° P

DASSY® LUGANO
TWO-TONE WORK JACKET (300183)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners - zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - 2 big front pockets - 2 chest pockets 
mobile phone pocket - pen holder - tool pocket - internal pocket - reflective 
piping - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

beige/black, white/cement grey 

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

black/cement grey, bottle green/black, cement grey/black,  
red/cement grey, royal blue/navy 

XS-3XL

60° P
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DASSY® PENZA
FLEECE JACKET (300219)

Elasticated cuffs - zipper with chin protection - 2 slanted pockets with zipper 
and lining - anti-pilling - microfibre fleece

PES 16 - 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

black, navy

XS-3XL

30° P

DASSY® KAZAN
TWO-TONE FLEECE JACKET (300217)

Elasticated cuffs - zipper with chin protection - 2 slanted pockets with zipper 
and lining - anti-pilling - microfibre fleece

PES 16 - 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

black/cement grey, bottle green/black, cement grey/black,  
navy/royal blue, white/cement grey 

XS-3XL

30° P

DASSY® TULSA
CANVAS WORK JACKET (300259)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners 
concealed zipper with chin protection - back pleats - 2 front pockets with zipper 
chest pocket - chest pocket with zipper - mobile phone pocket - pen holder 
two-needle stitching

COPES 60 - 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

black, cement grey 

XS-3XL

60° P



STRETCH JEANS WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - DASSY® KNOXVILLE 
SOFTSHELL JACKET - DASSY®  TAVIRA I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  THANOS
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DASSY® TAVIRA
SOFTSHELL JACKET (300304)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with elastic cord - zipper with 
chin protection - longer back - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket 
with zipper - mobile phone pocket - internal pocket - detachable hood  
adjustable with elastic cord - reflective piping - three-layer softshell, interior 
layer fleece lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric - breathable fabric  
two-needle stitching

PES 21 - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

fleece lining
waterproof*, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
black, cement grey, navy, red

XS-3XL

30°

* Solely applicable to the fabric of the garment, not to the garment itself.

DASSY® JAKARTA
TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL JACKET (300336)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with elastic cord - water-
proof zipper with chin protection - longer back - 2 front pockets with zipper 
waterproof zip-up chest pocket - mobile phone pocket - internal pocket 
detachable hood adjustable with elastic cord - reflective piping - three-layer 
softshell, interior layer fleece lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric 
breathable fabric - two-needle stitching

PES 21 - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

fleece lining
waterproof*, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
bottle green/black, white/ cement grey 

XS-3XL

30°

* Solely applicable to the fabric of the garment, not to the garment itself.

STRETCH JEANS WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - DASSY® KNOXVILLE 
SOFTSHELL JACKET - DASSY®  TAVIRA I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  THANOS
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DASSY® CHATEL
BEAVER WINTER JACKET (500084)

Elasticated cuffs adjustable with velcro - adjustable waist by snap  
fasteners - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - zipper inside back panel for  
embroidery or printing - longer back - 2 front pockets - hand warmers 
2 chest pockets - ID card holder - hidden zip-up wallet pocket - mobile 
phone pocket - pen holder - internal pocket - reflective piping - fleece lining 
breathable fabric - two-needle stitching

PESCO 17 - 70% polyester/30% cotton, ± 240 g/m2

fleece lining
beaver, Teflon® water-repellent finish

black, navy

XS-3XL

30°

DASSY® TIGNES
TWO-TONE BEAVER WINTER JACKET (500087)

Elasticated cuffs adjustable with velcro - adjustable waist by snap  
fasteners - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - zipper inside back panel for  
embroidery or printing - longer back - 2 front pockets - hand warmers 
2 chest pockets - ID card holder - hidden zip-up wallet pocket - mobile 
phone pocket - pen holder - internal pocket - reflective piping - fleece lining 
breathable fabric - two-needle stitching

PESCO 17 - 70% polyester/30% cotton, ± 240 g/m2

fleece lining
beaver, Teflon® water-repellent finish

bottle green/black, cement grey/black, 
navy/black, white/cement grey 

XS-3XL

30°
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DASSY® HULST
TWO-TONE BODY WARMER (350051)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap 
zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - back pleats - longer 
back - 2 front pockets - hand warmers - 2 chest pockets - hidden zip-up  
wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - internal pocket 
reflective piping - fleece lining - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

fleece lining
beige/black, black/cement grey, bottle green/black,  
cement grey/black, navy/royal blue, white/cement grey

XS-3XL

30°

DASSY® MONS
BODY WARMER (350062)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap 
zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - back pleats - longer 
back - 2 front pockets - hand warmers - 2 chest pockets - hidden zip-up  
wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - internal pocket 
reflective piping - fleece lining - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

fleece lining
beige, black, cement grey, navy 

XS-3XL

30°
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® AVILA
SUMMER BODY WARMER (350076)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - concealed zipper - longer back 
2 front pockets - chest pocket - key ring - mobile phone pocket - pen holder 
internal pocket - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy

XS-3XL

60° P

DASSY® FARO
TWO-TONE SUMMER BODY WARMER (350077)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - concealed zipper - longer back 
2 front pockets - chest pocket - key ring - mobile phone pocket - pen holder 
internal pocket - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

beige/black, cement grey/black, navy/royal blue, white/cement grey 

XS-3XL

60° P

DASSY® OSCAR
T-SHIRT (710001)

Short sleeves - round neck in ribbed knit - reinforced from shoulder to 
shoulder - two-needle stitching on neck, sleeves and bottom - single jersey 
combed cotton - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 06 - 100% cotton, ± 180 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy, red, white

XS-4XL

60°
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Two-tone variant BASIEL p.73

DASSY® LEON
POLO-SHIRT (710003)

Short sleeves - knitted collar - closing with 3 buttons - side vents - cotton 
micro piqué - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 46 - 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy, red, white

XS-4XL

40°

DASSY® CESAR
TWO-TONE POLO-SHIRT (710004)

Short sleeves in contrast colour - knitted collar - closing with 3 buttons - side 
vents - cotton micro piqué - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 46 - 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

black/cement grey, cement grey/black, navy/royal blue,  
red/cement grey, white/cement grey

XS-4XL

40°

DASSY® FELIX
SWEATSHIRT (300270)

Zipper with chin protection - long sleeves - reinforced seams at neck,  
shoulders and sleeves - knitted cuffs, bottom and collar - contrast stitching 
suitable for embroidery and printing

COPES 80 - 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy, red

XS-4XL

40°
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DASSY 100% COTTON
DURABLE COMFORT

The ‘DASSY 100% cotton’ collection stands for durable workwear made of 100% cotton. An extremely comfortable fabric 
whose insulation and ventilation properties constitute added value for work clothing applications. 

Not just any type of cotton… a careful selection of the right cotton variety ensures high abrasion and tear resistance, 
which increases the life span of your garment. This way you can get the most out of your cotton workwear.

DASSY® LIVERPOOL 
COTTON
WORK TROUSERS (200548)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

CO 43 - 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

90° P

DASSY® MIAMI 
COTTON
WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS (200536)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit 
regular waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

CO 43 - 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey, navy 

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

90° P
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DASSY® LOCARNO 
COTTON
WORK JACKET (300233)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners - zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - 2 big front pockets - 2 chest pock-
ets - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - tool pocket - internal pocket 
two-needle stitching

CO 43 - 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy

XS-3XL

90° P

DASSY® NIMES 
COTTON
OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS (100313)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - back 
pleats - 2 front pockets - side opening - 2 chest pockets - 2 back pockets 
with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile 
phone pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - back elastic - regular 
fit - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

CO 43 - 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey, navy

XS-3XL

90° P

DASSY® VENTURA 
COTTON
BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS (400101)

2 front pockets - chest pocket - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets 
tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone 
pocket - internal pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit 
adjustable waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

CO 43 - 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black, cement grey, navy

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

90° P
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DASSY WOMEN
Professional workwear adapted to the wishes and requirements of professionals has long ceased being an exclusively 
male privilege. Women also hold their own on the job and make use of durable, functional and above all comfortable  
workwear.

That’s why DASSY offers a collection of workwear specially designed for women, with additional  
attention to style and fit. In practice, this means women can count on the same durable and functional  

workwear with the same professional look as their male colleagues, but with an adapted female fit. This forms an  
extraordinary added value for the wearer.

THE SAME PROTECTION, ADAPTED FIT
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® BOSTON 
WOMEN
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (200669)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen 
holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

cement grey/black, white/cement grey

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/cement grey, cement grey/black

BE-LU-FR 34-48
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)32-(C)46
UK-IE 6-20

60° P

DASSY® LIVERPOOL 
WOMEN
WORK TROUSERS (200667)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy

BE-LU-FR 34-48
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)32-(C)46
UK-IE 6-20

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® NASHVILLE 
WOMEN
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS (200681)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

white/cement grey

BE-LU-FR 34-48
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)32-(C)46
UK-IE 6-20

60° P

DASSY® SEATTLE 
WOMEN
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH 
MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS (200668)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to tuck away 
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket  
pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

cement grey/black 

BE-LU-FR 34-48
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)32-(C)46
UK-IE 6-20

60° P

DASSY® PENZA 
WOMEN
FLEECE JACKET (300294)

Elasticated cuffs - adjustable waist with elastic cord - zipper with chin  
protection - 2 slanted pockets with zipper and lining - anti-pilling - micro-
fibre fleece

PES 16 - 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

black, navy

XS-XL

30° P
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DASSY® KAZAN 
WOMEN
TWO-TONE FLEECE JACKET (300293)

Elasticated cuffs - adjustable waist with elastic cord - zipper with chin  
protection - 2 slanted pockets with zipper and lining - anti-pilling
microfibre fleece

PES 16 - 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

cement grey/black, white/cement grey 

XS-XL

30° P

DASSY® OSCAR 
WOMEN
T-SHIRT (710005)

Short sleeves - round neck in ribbed knit - reinforced from shoulder to  
shoulder - tailored fit - two-needle stitching on neck, sleeves and bottom 
single jersey combed cotton - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 06 - 100% cotton, ± 180 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy, white 

XS-XL

60°

DASSY® LEON 
WOMEN
POLO-SHIRT (710006)

Short sleeves - knitted collar - closing with 3 buttons - side vents - tailored 
fit - cotton micro piqué - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 46 - 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

black, cement grey, navy, white 

XS-XL

40°
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DASSY KIDS
CLIMBING ON, JUMPING OVER, SLIDING DOWN, ROLLING UNDER AND THEN DOING IT ALL OVER AGAIN…

Kids’ clothing has to endure a lot. That is why, the DASSY KIDS pieces were modeled after their full-size DASSY workwear 
counterparts: to be just as durable and hard-wearing. And that’s necessary… Just like mom and dad’s workwear,  

the DASSY KIDS can take all the knee action, climbing manoeuvres and sliding effects, which go alongside hours of 
adventure and care free playing.
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DASSY® SEATTLE 
KIDS
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH 
MULTI-POCKETS (200847)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to tuck away  
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - Cordura® reinforcements at the knees - adjustable back elastic 
three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/cement grey

104-164

60° P

DASSY® WATSON 
KIDS
HOODED SWEATSHIRT (300391)

Cordura® elbow patches - zipper closing - 2 front pockets - double layered hood  
long sleeves - reinforced shoulders - knitted cuffs and bottom - contrast 
stitching - suitable for embroidery and printing

COPES 80 - 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

black/red, red/black

98/104-158/164

40°
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DASSY IN WHITE
Freedom of movement, functionality and durability are all requirements set by painters and plasterers for their workwear.  
That’s why DASSY offers an extensive painters’ collection which meets all these requirements. 

Choose from various work trousers, brace overalls, professional shorts, jackets and matching knitwear to put together a  
complete work outfit. Increase your ease of use and enjoy additional functionalities which can make your work easier and 
more practical. For instance, multi-pockets to keep all your tools close at hand and additional protection for prolonged work 
on your knees. 

FUNCTIONALITY HIGHLIGHTED
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® NASHVILLE
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS (200658)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - tool pocket - pen 
holder - double ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

white/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® BOSTON
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH 
KNEE POCKETS (200426)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit 
regular waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

white/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® SEATTLE
TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH 
MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS (200428)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets  to tuck away  
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjust-
able Cordura® knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular 
waist three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® VERSAILLES
TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL 
WITH KNEE POCKETS (400124)

2 front pockets - chest pocket - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets 
tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone 
pocket - internal pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit 
adjustable waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

   certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads.

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

white/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

 

DASSY® MONZA
TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS 
WITH MULTI-POCKETS (250012)

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops - 2 big front pockets to tuck away  
the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket  
pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - adjust-
able back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

white/cement grey

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

DASSY® KAZAN
TWO-TONE FLEECE JACKET (300217)

Elasticated cuffs - zipper with chin protection - 2 slanted pockets with zipper 
and lining - anti-pilling - microfibre fleece

PES 16 - 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

white/cement grey

XS-3XL

30° P

DASSY® ROMA
TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS (250024)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen 
holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket - adjust-
able back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

white/cement grey

BE-LU-FR 36-66
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)67
UK-IE 28-52

60° P
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® LUGANO
TWO-TONE WORK JACKET (300183)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners - zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - 2 big front pockets - 2 chest pockets 
mobile phone pocket - pen holder - tool pocket - internal pocket - reflective 
piping - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

white/cement grey

XS-3XL

60° P

DASSY® TIGNES
TWO-TONE BEAVER WINTER JACKET (500087)

Elasticated cuffs adjustable with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners 
2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - zipper inside back panel for embroi-
dery or printing - longer back - 2 front pockets - hand warmers - 2 chest 
pockets - ID card holder - hidden zip-up wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket 
pen holder - internal pocket - reflective piping - fleece lining - breathable 
fabric - two-needle stitching

PESCO 17 - 70% polyester/30% cotton, ± 240 g/m2

fleece lining
beaver, Teflon® water-repellent finish
white/cement grey

XS-3XL

30°
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DASSY® JAKARTA
TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL JACKET (300336)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with elastic cord - water-
proof zipper with chin protection - longer back - 2 front pockets with zipper 
waterproof zip-up chest pocket - mobile phone pocket - internal pocket 
detachable hood adjustable with elastic cord - reflective piping - three-layer 
softshell, interior layer fleece lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric 
breathable fabric - two-needle stitching

PES 21 - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

fleece lining
waterproof*, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
white/cement grey

XS-3XL

30°

* Solely applicable to the fabric of the garment, not to the garment itself.
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EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable

 

DASSY® HULST
TWO-TONE BODY WARMER (350051)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap 
zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - back pleats - longer 
back - 2 front pockets - hand warmers - 2 chest pockets - hidden zip-up  
wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - internal pocket - reflec-
tive piping - fleece lining - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

fleece lining
white/cement grey

XS-3XL

30°

DASSY® FARO
TWO-TONE SUMMER BODY WARMER (350077)

Adjustable waist by snap fasteners - concealed zipper - longer back 
2 front pockets - chest pocket - key ring - mobile phone pocket - pen holder 
internal pocket - two-needle stitching

PESCO 61 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

white/cement grey

XS-3XL

60° P

DASSY® OSCAR
T-SHIRT (710001)

Short sleeves - round neck in ribbed knit - reinforced from shoulder to 
shoulder - two-needle stitching on neck, sleeves and bottom - single jersey 
combed cotton - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 06 - 100% cotton, ± 180 g/m2

white

XS-4XL

60°
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DASSY® CESAR
TWO-TONE POLO-SHIRT (710004)

Short sleeves in contrast colour - knitted collar - closing with 3 buttons - side 
vents - cotton micro piqué - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 46 - 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

white/cement grey

XS-4XL

40°

DASSY® LEON
POLO-SHIRT (710003)

Short sleeves - knitted collar - closing with 3 buttons - side vents - cotton 
micro piqué - suitable for embroidery and printing

CO 46 - 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

white

XS-4XL

40°

 

DASSY® BASIEL
TWO-TONE SWEATSHIRT (300358)

Zipper with chin protection - long sleeves - reinforced seams at neck, 
shoulders and sleeves - knitted cuffs, bottom and collar - contrast stitching 
suitable for embroidery and printing

COPES 80 - 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

white/cement grey

XS-4XL

40°





DASSY SAFETY
To meet the growing demand for a specific form of protection when it comes to workwear, DASSY offers a SAFETY line, 
as a comprehensive range of products in our entire professional workwear collection.

Given that specific trades often entail certain risks that require a specially adapted form of protection, each of the following 
collections in the DASSY SAFETY range of products offers an advanced protection for different work situations:

  * HIGH VISIBILITY COLLECTION
 * MULTINORM and MULTINORM-HIGH VISIBILITY PROTECTION
 * FLAME-RETARDANT WORKWEAR

To guarantee this high-quality protection, all garments from these collections meet the European standards described in 
‘standards and classifications’ (see p. 100-105).
In addition, every garment is provided with specific user information with more details on the standards met by the 
protective clothing, maintenance instructions and correct use of the clothing.
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DASSY HIGH VISIBILITY
High-visibility clothing is intended to clearly distinguish its wearer from the environment, both during the day, at twi-
light and at night. As a large part of all industrial accidents are the result of poor visibility, the importance of good high-visibility 
clothing should not be underestimated. It is therefore required for anyone working on public roads.

The DASSY high-visibility collection offers outstanding protection for professional use. Our collection meets the most 
stringent requirements in terms of design, functionality and comfort and all models were certified to the EN ISO 20471:2013 
High Visibility standard. 

To achieve maximum visibility during the day, the high-visibility garment requires a certain surface area of fluorescent 
material. This means that the more high-visibility fabric is processed into the clothing, the more visible you are and the 
higher the class in visibility the garment will reach, with class 3 as the highest level. 

A large surface area of high-quality reflective tape helps you to increase your visibility at night. The higher the retro-re-
flectivity of these strips, the higher the level of visibility. All reflective tape in the DASSY high-visibility collection was 
tested to reach the highest reflectivity class.

PROTECTION AGAINST RAIN, SNOW, 
FOG AND SOIL MOISTURE

PROTECTION AGAINST  
COLD ENVIRONMENTS

EN ISO 20471:2013 
CERTIFICATION FOR HIGH-VISIBILITY
PROTECTION DURING THE DAY, 
AT TWILIGHT AND AT NIGHT
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PROTECTION AGAINST  
COLD ENVIRONMENTS
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DASSY® OMAHA
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS (200620)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - double ruler 
pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - reflective tape of 70 mm 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 1 

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

 
bottle green/fluo orange, cement grey/fluo yellow,  
navy/fluo orange, navy/fluo yellow

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® LANCASTER
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS (200612)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - double ruler pocket  
hammer holder - mobile phone pocket - reflective tape of 70 mm 
adjustable back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2 

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® VENNA
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK SHORTS (250030)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - ruler pocket - ham-
mer holder - reflective tape of 50 mm - adjustable back elastic - regular 
fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 1 

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

 
bottle green/fluo orange, cement grey/fluo yellow,  
navy/fluo orange, navy/fluo yellow

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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DASSY® BUFFALO
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(200431)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets - tool pocket  
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - zip-up safety pocket 
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable 
back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching - large hem 
(extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® GLASGOW
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS 

AND KNEE POCKETS (200899)

Available as from summer 2017 - Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops 
2 big front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets - 2 back pockets with flap 
2 leg pockets - tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket 
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable 
back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching - large hem 
(extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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DASSY® VENNA
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK SHORTS (250030)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap - leg pocket - ruler pocket - ham-
mer holder - reflective tape of 50 mm - adjustable back elastic - regular 
fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 1 

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

 
green/orange, grey/yellow, navy/orange, navy/yellow

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® TOULOUSE
HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(400127)

2 front pockets - chest pocket - 2 back pockets with flap - 2 leg pockets 
tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - hammer holder - mobile phone 
pocket - internal pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit 
adjustable waist - reflective tape of 50 mm - three-needle stitching - large 
hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® 
DUSSELDORF
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK JACKET (300184)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners - zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - longer back - 2 big front pockets 
2 chest pockets - ID card holder - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - tool 
pocket - internal pocket - reflective tape of 50 mm - two-needle stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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DASSY® KALUGA
HIGH VISIBILITY FLEECE JACKET (300247)

Elasticated cuffs - adjustable waist with elastic cord - zipper with chin  
protection - 2 slanted pockets with zipper and lining - reflective tape of  
50 mm - anti-pilling - microfibre fleece

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS/S class 2

PES 12 - HIVIS FABRIC - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

 
fluo yellow, fluo orange

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

30°

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® MALAGA
HIGH VISIBILITY SOFTSHELL JACKET (300329)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with elastic cord - zipper 
with chin protection - longer back - 2 front pockets with zipper - mobile 
phone pocket - internal pocket - detachable hood adjustable with elastic 
cord - reflective tape of 50 mm - three-layer softshell, interior layer fleece 
lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric - breathable fabric - two-needle 
stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS/S class 2

PES 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 100% polyester, ± 310 g/m2

PES 21 - 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

fleece lining
waterproof*, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

30°

Maxi 50 cycles

* Solely applicable to the fabric of the garment, not to the garment itself.
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DASSY® LIMA
HIGH VISIBILITY WINTER JACKET (500120)

Available as from April 2017 - adjustable cuffs with velcro and  
rib-knit storm cuffs - elastic waist - zipper with snap fastener flap 
zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - longer back 
2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket with flap - ID card holder 
hidden zip-up wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket - internal pocket  
hood adjustable with elastic cord - reflective tape of 50 mm - quilted  
lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric - breathable fabric - two-needle 
stitching - watertight taped seams

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS/S class 2

certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - class 3

certified EN 14058:2004 - klasse 1-3-2-X-X

PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC - 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2

watertight taped seams
quilted lining
waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
polyurethane coating
 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

40°

Maxi 25 cycles

DASSY® SOLA
HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF WORK TROUSERS (200881)

2 front pockets - leg pocket - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable waist 
with cord - watertight taped seams - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric  
breathable fabric - polyester lining - adjustable hem by snap fasteners 
hidden snap fasteners

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2 

certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - class 3

PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC - 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2

watertight taped seams
polyester lining
waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
polyurethane coating
 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

40°

Maxi 25 cycles 

These high visibility garments have especially been designed to con-
quer bad weather conditions. The combination of a waterproof fabric 
and watertight taped seams ensures that the garment is completely 
waterproof. EN 343:2003+A1:2007 certified - offers protection 
against rain, snow, fog and moisture.
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AVAILABLE AS FROM AUTUMN 2017

AVAILABLE AS FROM AUTUMN 2017

ZIP THE BILBAO BODY WARMER IN THE PARKA JACKET FOR  
ADDITIONAL WEARING COMFORT AND CONTINUE TO WORK UNDER 
ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS WITHOUT GETTING COLD. 

DASSY® ATLANTIS
HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF PARKA (300346)

Rib-knit storm cuffs - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - system zip 
for integrating an inner jacket - zipper inside back panel for embroidery or 
printing - longer back - 2 front pockets with flap - chest pocket with flap  
ID card holder - hidden zip-up wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket - internal 
pocket - hood adjustable with elastic cord - reflective tape of 50 mm - mesh 
lining - waterproof fabric - windproof fabric - breathable fabric - two-needle 
stitching - watertight taped seams

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS class 2

certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - class 3

PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC - 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2

watertight taped seams
mesh lining
waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
polyurethane coating
 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

40°

Maxi 25 cycles

DASSY® BILBAO
HIGH VISIBILITY BODY WARMER (350100)

Zipper with snap fastener flap - zip-in compatible with outer jacket through 
system zip - zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing - longer 
back - 2 front pockets with flap - chest pocket - ID card holder - hidden 
zip-up wallet pocket - mobile phone pocket - internal pocket - reflective 
tape of 60 mm (XS-M), 50mm (L-3XL) - quilted lining - waterproof fabric  
windproof fabric - breathable fabric - two-needle stitching - watertight 
taped seams

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS/S class 1

PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC - 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2

watertight taped seams
quilted lining
waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
polyurethane coating
 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

   

40°

Maxi 25 cycles
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HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - DASSY®  CHICAGO I HIGH VISIBILITY WORK JACKET - DASSY®  ORLANDO
SWEATSHIRT - DASSY®  FELIX I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  THANOS
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DASSY® PHOENIX
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS (200810)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front  
pockets - back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - leg pocket 
pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - mobile phone pocket - hidden 
zip-up safety pocket - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable back elastic 
regular fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching - contrast stitching - large 
hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 1 

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
bottle green/fluo orange, cement grey/fluo red,  
cement grey/fluo yellow, navy/fluo orange, navy/fluo yellow

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® CHICAGO
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200807)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front  
pockets - back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - 2 leg  
pockets - tool pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - knife holder 
mobile phone pocket - hidden zip-up safety pocket - adjustable Cordura® 
knee pockets - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable back elastic - regular 
fit - regular waist - three-needle stitching - contrast stitching - large hem 
(extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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DASSY® LUCCA
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK SHORTS (250059)

Hidden button and zipper - pockets reinforced with Cordura® - 2 front  
pockets - back pocket with flap - back pocket without flap - leg pocket  
pen holder - ruler pocket - mobile phone pocket - hidden zip-up safety 
pocket - reflective tape of 50 mm - adjustable back elastic - regular fit 
regular waist - three-needle stitching - contrast stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 1 

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® MALMEDY
HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS 
(400156)

Available as from summer 2017 - pockets reinforced with Cordura® 
2 front pockets - chest pocket - back pocket with flap - back pocket without 
flap - leg pocket - pen holder - ruler pocket - knife pocket - mobile phone 
pocket - adjustable Cordura® knee pockets - regular fit - adjustable waist 
reflective tape of 50 mm - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable Cordura® knee 
pockets in combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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DASSY® ORLANDO
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK JACKET (300367)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist by snap fasteners - concealed 
zipper with chin protection - back pleats - longer back - pockets reinforced 
with Cordura® - 2 front pockets with zipper - chest pocket - chest pocket 
with zipper - ID card holder - mobile phone pocket - pen holder - internal 
pocket - reflective tape of 50 mm - two-needle stitching - contrast stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - XS/S class 2

PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC - 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

PESCO 64 - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

reinforcement nylon Cordura®

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

 

DASSY® DENVER
HIGH VISIBILITY SWEATSHIRT (300376)

Elastic reflective tape of 50 mm - zipper with chin protection - anti-pilling 
long sleeves - reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves - knitted 
cuffs, bottom and collar - contrast stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2 

PESCO 84 - HIVIS FABRIC - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 280 g/m2

 
fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy,  
fluo red/cement grey, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

XS-4XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

40° P

Maxi 25 cycles
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The name speaks for itself: the DASSY multinorm collection stands for multipurpose, multifunctional protection, which makes 
this workwear suitable for many different types of work.
Due to the challenges of your specific work situation, you are often confronted with the risks attached to such activities.  
So as to be prepared for anything, the multinorm collection meets the five most required European standards for flame- 
retardant protection, welding, antistatic properties, electric arc and chemicals.*

Moreover, the high visibility multinorm models add an EN ISO 20471 certified protection, for higher visibility during the 
day, at twilight and at night.

* Please consult your garment’s label and user information for the specific standards which the protective clothing meets.

DASSY MULTINORM
ESSENTIAL PROTECTION IN VARIOUS WORK SITUATIONS   

EN ISO 20471:2013 
CERTIFICATION FOR HIGH-VISIBILITY
PROTECTION DURING THE DAY, 
AT TWILIGHT AND AT NIGHT

PROTECTION AGAINST 
ELECTRIC ARCS

PROTECTION AGAINST 
HEAT AND FLAME

Protection for 
welding and 
allied processes

Protection against 
electrostatic charges  
(explosion or fire risk)

Protection against 
liquid chemicals
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DASSY® LINCOLN
TWO-TONE MULTINORM WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200570)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket 
with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - adjustable knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit 
regular waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
cement grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

DASSY® WILSON
TWO-TONE MULTINORM BRACE OVERALL 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (400143)

2 front pockets - chest pocket with flap and hidden fastening - 2 back 
pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening - internal 
pocket - adjustable knee pockets - regular fit - three-needle stitching - large 
hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
cement grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P
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DASSY® NIORT
TWO-TONE MULTINORM OVERALL 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (100333)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - back 
pleats - 2 front pockets - side opening - 2 chest pockets with flap and  
hidden fastening - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg 
pocket with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and 
hidden fastening - 2 hanger loops - ID card holder - adjustable knee pockets 
back elastic - regular fit - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
cement grey/black

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

DASSY® KIEL
TWO-TONE MULTINORM WORK JACKET (300245)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with velcro - hidden zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - 2 front pockets with flap - 2 chest 
pockets with flap and hidden fastening - ID card holder - internal pocket 
2 hanger loops - two-needle stitching

 certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1 

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
cement grey/black

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P
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DASSY® LENOX
TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILTY WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200818)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket 
with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - adjustable knee pockets - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable 
back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 1

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC - 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, 
± 330 g/m2

 
cement grey/yellow

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® 
MANCHESTER
TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200819)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket 
with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - adjustable knee pockets - reflective tape of 70 mm - adjustable 
back elastic - regular fit - regular waist - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC - 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, 
± 330 g/m2

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
yellow/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS I DASSY® MANCHESTER
TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY WORK JACKET - DASSY®  FRANKLIN I SAFETY SHOES S3 - DASSY®  HERMES
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EN ISO 20471:2013
Certification for high-visibility 
protection during the day, at  
twilight and at night.

IEC 61482-2:2009
Protection against electric arcs.

EN ISO 11612:2008
Protection against heat and flame.

EN 1149-5:2008
Protection against electrostatic  
charges (explosion or fire risk).

EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
Protection against liquid chemicals.

DASSY   MULTINORM-HIGH   VISIBILITY STANDARDS

EN ISO 11611:2007 
Protection for welding 
and allied processes.

DASSY® SPENCER
TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY OVERALL 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (100380)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - back 
pleats - 2 front pockets - side opening - 2 chest pockets with flap and  
hidden fastening - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg 
pocket with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and 
hidden fastening - 2 hanger loops - ID card holder - adjustable knee pockets 
back elastic - regular fit - reflective tape of 50 mm - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 3

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC - 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, 
± 330 g/m2

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
yellow/cement grey

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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DASSY   MULTINORM-HIGH   VISIBILITY STANDARDS

EN ISO 11611:2007 
Protection for welding 
and allied processes.

DASSY® COLOMBIA
TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (400141)

2 front pockets - chest pocket with flap and hidden fastening - 2 back 
pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening - internal 
pocket - adjustable knee pockets - regular fit - reflective tape of 50 mm 
large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC - 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, 
± 330 g/m2

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
yellow/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles

DASSY® FRANKLIN
TWO-TONE MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY WORK JACKET 
(300374)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with velcro - hidden zipper 
with snap fastener flap - back pleats - longer back - 2 front pockets with flap 
2 chest pockets with flap and hidden fastening - ID card holder - internal 
pocket - 2 hanger loops - reflective tape of 50 mm - two-needle stitching

 certified EN ISO 20471:2013 - class 2 

certified IEC 61482-2:2009 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1B1C1D0E1F0

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1 class 1

certified EN 1149-5:2008

certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type 6

COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC - 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®,
 ± 330 g/m2

COPES 75 - 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2

 
yellow/cement grey

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

Maxi 50 cycles
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Flame retardant clothing can make the difference in case of welding and any allied processes in which you are exposed to spatter, 
flame spread or any form of heat. It reduces the risk of serious injuries considerably because, contrary to ordinary clothing, this 
type of clothing reduces flame spread. 

In such risky environments incorrect clothing can cause a lot more damage as untreated fabric can melt down to the skin, which 
may cause serious burns. Uncovered metal accessories such as buttons and zippers also constitute a danger: they conduct heat 
and worsen the situation.

For this reason, we advise you to always wear DASSY flame retardant clothing in such situations. All garments in this specific 
collection are certified to the European ISO standards for welding and heat-resistant clothing*.

* Please consult your garment’s label and user information for the specific standards which the protective clothing meets.

DASSY FLAME RETARDANT
A FIRM RELIANCE

PROTECTION AGAINST 
HEAT AND FLAME

Protection for 
welding and 
allied processes
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DASSY® ARIZONA
FLAME RETARDANT WORK TROUSERS 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (200778)

2 front pockets - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket 
with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - adjustable knee pockets - adjustable back elastic - regular fit 
regular waist - three-needle stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

CO 73 - 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

flame retardant finish
 
black, cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

DASSY® DAKOTA
FLAME RETARDANT BRACE OVERALL 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (400142)

2 front pockets - chest pocket with flap and hidden fastening - 2 back 
pockets with flap and hidden fastening - leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening - internal 
pocket - adjustable knee pockets - regular fit - three-needle stitching - large 
hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

CO 73 - 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

flame retardant finish
 
black, cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-LU-FR 36-62
DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK (C)42-(C)66
UK-IE 28-52

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P
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DASSY® TORONTO
FLAME RETARDANT OVERALL 

WITH KNEE POCKETS (100370)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - 2-way zipper with snap fastener flap - back 
pleats - 2 front pockets - side opening - 2 chest pockets with flap and hidden 
fastening - 2 back pockets with flap and hidden fastening - left leg pocket 
with flap and hidden fastening - long right leg pocket with flap and hidden 
fastening - adjustable knee pockets - back elastic - regular fit - three-needle 
stitching - large hem (extra 5 cm)

 certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee pockets in 
combination with CRATOS kneepads. 

certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

CO 73 - 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

flame retardant finish
 
black, cement grey

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P

DASSY® MONTANA
FLAME RETARDANT WORK JACKET (300342)

Adjustable cuffs with velcro - adjustable waist with velcro - hidden 
zipper with snap fastener flap - back pleats - 2 front pockets with flap 
2 chest pockets with flap and hidden fastening - internal pocket - two-needle  
stitching

 certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2 class 1 

certified EN ISO 11612:2008 A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

CO 73 - 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

flame retardant finish
 
black, cement grey

XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size table.

60° P
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High-visibility warning clothing for professional use. This clothing makes the wearer more visible both during the day and 

at night. High-visibility warning clothing, which complies with EN ISO 20471:2013, is legally required for everyone working 

on roadways and on building sites. Even if only a limited part of the day is spent in a work place with traffic, safety clothing 

must always be worn.

The printing, embroidery and other adaptations made to the reflective fabric will reduce the size of the reflective area, as 

a result of which the minimum required reflective area could be lost. Embroidering without prior permission of a notified 

body is prohibited. Please contact the safety advisor for these purposes.

CLASS 3
Must be worn by everybody working on roads with normal driving speeds, on active train lines and during rescue  

operations; also when working on a building site.

Surface area of fluorescent material at least 0.80m²

Surface area of reflective material at least 0.20m²

CLASS 2
May be worn by people supervising the activities where class 3 warning clothing is required. Worn in good weather  

conditions and where visibility is adequate.

Surface area of fluorescent material at least 0.50m²

Surface area of reflective material at least 0.13m²

 

CLASS 1
May only be worn by people visiting a site where class 3 warning clothing is required. These visitors must be accompa-

nied by people who work on the site. If your activities during the day vary, or if you are in any doubt, class 3 clothing is 

recommended.

Surface area of fluorescent material at least 0.14m²

Surface area of reflective material at least 0.10m²

EN ISO 20471:2013 - HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING

X = surface area class of fluorescent fabric and reflective strips (3 classes)

 X

This catalogue uses various symbols to indicate specific standards. 

Below is a brief description.STANDARDISATION
AND CLASSIFICATION



This catalogue uses various symbols to indicate specific standards. 

Below is a brief description.
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EN 343:2003+A1:2007
X= water resistance (WR) - X= moisture vapour permeability (MVP)
Protective clothing, certified according to EN 343, protects against rain, snow, fog and soil 

moisture. The garments and the seams are tested for their resistance to water penetration and 

water vapour resistance.

Note: an X means that the garment has not been tested on that specific characteristic. 

EN 14058:2004 certified garments protect against cold environments. Within this standardization, a cold environment means a 

temperature of up to -5°C. The top number is the class for “thermal resistance”. Class 3 is the highest class (and is tested on the 

fabric layers).

To meet this norm, the garments should be worn completely closed. If there are adjustment possibilities (i.e. on wrists or waist), 

these should also be used. The thermic insulation can decrease if the garment gets wet and after cleaning procedures. Keep  

garments in a dry and well-ventilated place in order to maintain the level of protection. Wearing extra protection to prevent cooling 

of for example head, hands and feet is optional with EN 14058:2004.

EN 340:2003 & EN ISO 13688
Protective clothing: general requirements. Specifies general health and ergonomic requirements as well as ageing, size  

designation, labelling and user instructions.

 X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
This standard describes the test methods and requirements for knee protectors for work in kneeling 
position. 
There are four types of knee-protectors:  Type 1: “independent” knee protectors.

  Type 2: pad in kneepad pocket on trousers.

  Type 3: loose protectors.

  Type 4: knee protectors that form part of other protection. 

 

There are also three performance levels: Level 0: offers no protection against penetration.

 Level 1: knee protectors suitable for flat and non-flat floor surfaces and  

 offering protection against penetration by objects < 1 cm.

 Level 2: knee protectors suitable for flat and non-flat floor surfaces and  

 offering protection against extreme conditions (e.g. scrap in mines).

EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
Protective clothing, certified according to EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 - type 6, provides limited  

protection against small spatters or fumes of liquid chemicals and is intended for use in situa-

tions where the risks are assessed as low and a full liquid permeation barrier is not necessary.  

This type of clothing must cover the entire upper and lower body.

EN 14058:2004

X (thermal resistance class 1 - 3)
X (air permeability class 1 - 3, optional)
X (water penetration resistance class 1 - 2, optional)
X (insulation value lcler in m2K/W, optional)
X (insulation value lcle in m2K/W, optional)
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EN ISO 11611:2007
Protective clothing for use in welding and allied processes. This clothing is intended to protect 

against spatter, short contact time with flame and radiant heat, and minimizes the possibility of 

electrical shock (at accidental contact of +/- 100 V).

This standard specifies minimum basic safety requirements and test methods for protective  

clothing, including head and foot safety gear, which is designed to protect the wearer’s body and 

which has to be worn during welding and allied processes.

A1: indicates the clothing meets the requirements for limiting flame spread in the event of surface ignition.

A2: indicates the clothing meets the requirements for limiting flame spread in the edge ignition.

 Divided into two categories: 

 - Category 1 is protection against less hazardous welding techniques and situations causing low levels of spatter and radiant heat.

 - Category 2 is protection against more hazardous welding techniques and situations causing higher levels of spatter and radiant heat.

EN ISO 11612:2008
Protective clothing for heat and flame where there is a need for clothing with limited flame spread 

properties and where the user can be exposed to radiant or convective heat, contact heat or to 

molten metal splashes. This standard specifies performance requirements for items of clothing that 

are designed to protect the wearer’s body against heat and fire with the exception of the hands.

A indicates limited flame spread;

B indicates convection heat, 3 achievable levels: B1, B2, B3 with 3 the highest level;

C indicates radiant heat, 4 achievable levels: C1, C2, C3, C4 with 4 the highest level;

D indicates aluminium spatter, 3 achievable levels: D1, D2, D3 with 3 the highest level;

E indicates iron spatter, 3 achievable levels: E1, E2, E3 with 3 the highest level;

F indicates contact heat, 3 achievable levels: F1, F2 and F3 with 3 the highest level.

EN 1149-5:2008
Electrostatic properties, part 5. This clothing is worn to prevent sparks from electrostatic charges 

which can cause fire or explosion.

EN 1149 consists of various sections that specify the requirements and test methods for  

measuring protection against static electricity or damage from discharge. EN 1149-5 describes the 

performance requirements. The material must comply with the requirements in EN 1149-1 or EN 

1149-3. 

IEC 61482-2:2009
Protective clothing, certified according to IEC 61482-2:2009, protects the wearer against risks from 

an electric arc. An electric arc or blast as a result of a disruption (e.g. a short circuit) in an electric in-

stallation generates a sudden release of intense heat and light causing serious burns or other harm.

Class 1: protection against electric arc 4KA

Class 2: protection against electric arc 7KA 

The clothing is tested for an arc voltage up till around 400V and for a time of 500ms.
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EN 14404:2004
+A1:2010

EN ISO
20471:2013

EN 343:2003
+A1:2007

EN 14058:2004

DASSY ® OMAHA
High visibility work trousers

DASSY ® LANCASTER
High visibility work trousers

DASSY ® BUFFALO
High visibility work trousers

with knee pockets

DASSY ® GLASGOW
High visibility work trousers

with multi-pockets and knee pockets

DASSY ® SOLA
High visibility waterproof work trousers

DASSY ® VENNA
High visibility shorts

DASSY ® TOULOUSE
High visibility brace overall

with knee pockets

DASSY ® DUSSELDORF
High visibility work jacket

DASSY ® KALUGA
High visibility fleece jacket

DASSY ® MALAGA
High visibility softshell jacket

DASSY ® ATLANTIS
High visibility waterproof parka

DASSY ® BILBAO
High visibility body warmer

 DASSY ® LIMA
High visibility winter jacket

P

DASSY ® PHOENIX
High visibility work trousers

DASSY ® CHICAGO
High visibility work trousers

with knee pockets

DASSY ® MALMEDY
High visibility brace overall

with knee pockets

DASSY ® LUCCA
High visibility shorts

DASSY ® ORLANDO
High visibility work jacket

DASSY ® DENVER
High visibility sweatshirt

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

PP

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P PP

P

DASSY HIGH VISIBILITY

P P
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EN 14404:2004
+A1:2010

EN ISO
20471:2013

EN ISO
11612:2008

EN 
1149-5:2008

EN 13034:2005
+A1:2009

EN ISO 
11611:2007

IEC 
61482-2:2009

DASSY ® LINCOLN
Two-tone multinorm 

work trousers with knee pockets

DASSY ® KIEL
Two-tone multinorm 

work jacket

DASSY ® WILSON
Two-tone multinorm  

brace overall with knee pockets

DASSY ® NIORT
Two-tone multinorm  

overall with knee pockets

P

DASSY ® ARIZONA
Flame retardant work trousers

with knee pockets

DASSY ® MONTANA
Flame retardant work jacket

DASSY ® DAKOTA
Flame retardant brace overall

with knee pockets

DASSY ® TORONTO
Flame retardant work overall

with knee pockets

DASSY ® LENOX
Two-tone multinorm 

high visibilty work trousers 
with knee pockets

DASSY ® MANCHESTER
Two-tone multinorm 

high visibilty work trousers 
with knee pockets

DASSY ® FRANKLIN
Two-tone multinorm 

high visibility work jacket

DASSY ® SPENCER
Two-tone multinorm 
high visibility overall 

with knee pockets

DASSY ® COLOMBIA
Two-tone multinorm 

high visibility brace overall 
with knee pockets

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P P P P P PP

P P P P P PP

P P P P PP

P P P P P PP

P P P P P PP

P P P

P P

P P P

P P P

DASSY multinorm

DASSY multinorm
HIGH VISIBILITY

DASSY FLAME RETARDANT
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Professionals know the importance of good footgear all too well. After all, your feet have to endure much on a daily basis: being 
on your feet for many hours, remaining in uncomfortable positions and working on rough surfaces make a sturdy as well as 
flexible pair of working shoes indispensable.
That’s why DASSY safety shoes are not only light, supple and comfortable to wear, but also provide your feet the required 
protection so as to be able to work safely on any type of floor.

Opt for an S1P or S3 version and rely on superior protection at every step. 

- Anti-perforation sole, composite or steel toecap and shock absorbing heels.   
- Breathable leather upper prevents moisture accumulation or heating of your feet.
- Water-repellent upper leather keeps your feet dry at all times.
- A flexible sole supports your foot in any position and with any movement.
- For your ease of maintenance, dirt does not stick in the grooves thanks to the specific sole pattern.

DASSY SAFETY SHOES
THE WORKPLACE AT YOUR FEET 
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LINED LEG
FOR MORE  
COMFORTABLE  
WALKING

ESD CLASS 2

KEVLAR MIDSOLE
ZERO PERFORATION AND ANTISTATIC 
CONSTRUCTED OF SEVERAL LAYERS OF 
COMPOSITE MATERIAL AND 50% LIGHTER 
THAN A STEEL SAFETY SOLE. PROTECTS 
THE WHOLE SURFACE OF THE FOOT AND IS  
EXCEPTIONALLY FLEXIBLE. THIS SOLE  
RESISTS THE PENETRATION OF SHARP  
OBJECTS AND GUARANTEES EXCEPTIONAL 
ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL INSULATION.

PLASTIC ARCH SUPPORT
PROVIDES OPTIMAL FOOT STABILITY

HEEL STRENGTHENING
FOR GREATER HEEL STABILITY

LADDER GRIP
FOR BETTER GRIP 
ON LADDERS ETC.

PU SOLE
INCLUDING SHOCK ABSORBER 
HEEL, ENSURING AN ELEVATED 
COMFORT FOR 10 TO 12 HOURS 
A DAY

SPARTA/S3

A CLOSER LOOK AT DASSY SAFETY SHOES
DASSY safety shoes, the 
workplace at your feet.

MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE 
ESD SRC (10009)

ESD

ZERO PERFORATION
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LADDER GRIP
FOR BETTER GRIP 
ON LADDERS ETC.

MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE 
ESD SRC (10009)

PADDED AND FOAMED TONGUE WITH BELLOW
PREVENTS PENETRATION OF LIQUIDS

FULL GRAIN LEATHER
WATER-REPELLENT AND BREATHABLE

METAL-FREE

PADDED, BREATHABLE LINING IN THE TOE CAP

SAFETY TOE CAP IN COMPOSITE MATERIAL
IS LIGHTER THAN STEEL AND PROTECTS THE TOES 
AGAINST A FULL IMPACT OF 200J 
(THE DASSY® JUPITER HAS A STEEL TOECAP)

HARD-WEARING PU 
OUTER SOLE
OIL AND PETROL RESISTANT

Slip resistance tested on ceramic tile floor
with detergent and water, 
and on steel floor with glycerol.

REMOVABLE ANATOMICALLY FORMED 
INNER SOLE IN ANTI-STATIC ANTIBACTE-
RIAL MATERIAL WITH SHOCK CUSHIONING. 
THE REMOVABLE SOLE KEEPS THE FOOT DRY 
AND IS EASY TO CLEAN.

100%
COMPO
COMPO
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THANOS/S3DASSY
® Rely on the Thanos S3-safety shoes for heavy duty work. These 

hard-wearing, waterproof, antistatic and zero perforation safety shoes  
provide a superior protection at every step, on any type of floor.

MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE WR SRC HRO HI (10008)

TE-POR® lining with waterproof membrane - extra calf leather padded collar lining on the ankle - zero perforation and anti-static Kevlar safety midsole 
polyurethane rubber anti-slip outsole, protects against short contact with heat up to 300°C, with scuff toecap - hard-wearing TPU* protection at the heel and toes 
safety toecap in composite material - reflective piping - made in Italy 

* TPU = Thermoplastic polyurethane 

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

BREATHABLE AND 
WATER-REPELLENT 
FULL GRAIN LEATHER

100%
COMPO
COMPO

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
LAMINATED TO THE LEATHER
ULTRA-LIGHT, ELASTIC, WINDPROOF, 
WATERPROOF AND BREATHABLE. 
PROVIDES ADDITIONAL PROTECTION 
AGAINST HARSH WEATHER

HARD-WEARING RUBBER OUTSOLE
OIL AND PETROL RESISTANT, 

RESISTS UP TO 300°C. SRC APPROVED

black

TPU PROTECTION

HARD-WEARING TPU* 
PROTECTION AT THE HEEL,

SUPPORTING THE FOOT
AT EVERY MOVEMENT
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Available in 120 cm and 150 cm
PESPA65 - 65% polyester/35% polyamide

black, azure blue

DASSY ® LEOS
FLAT LACES (800075)

Plasmafeel® lining - zero perforation and anti-static Kevlar safety midsole - transparent anti-slip outsole - safety toecap in composite material 
reflective piping - metal free - made in Italy - comes with black and blue laces 

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

black

DASSY ® SPARTA/S3 
MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE (10009)

Plasmafeel® lining - zero perforation and anti-static Kevlar safety midsole - transparent anti-slip outsole - safety toecap in composite material 
reflective piping - metal free - made in Italy - comes with black and blue laces

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

black

DASSY ® CORUS/S3 
LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE (10010)

100%
COMPO
COMPO

100%
COMPO
COMPO

ESD

ESD
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S1P

DASSY® ACHILLES

DASSY® JUPITER

S3

DASSY® THANOS

DASSY® SPARTA

DASSY® CORUS

DASSY® HERMES

DASSY® ZEUS

DASSY® NEPTUNUS

Plasmafeel® lining - zero-perforation and antistatic Kevlar safety midsole 
transparent anti-slip outsole with scuff toecap - steel safety toecap 
reflective piping - made in Italy

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

black

DASSY ® JUPITER/S1P
LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE (10006)

STEEL
TOECAP

Plasmafeel® lining - zero-perforation and antistatic Kevlar safety midsole
transparent anti-slip outsole with scuff toecap - safety toecap in compos-
ite material - metal free - made in Italy

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

black

DASSY ® ACHILLES/S1P
SANDAL (10003)

100%
COMPO
COMPO

Plasmafeel® lining - zero-perforation and antistatic Kevlar safety mid-
sole - transparent anti-slip outsole with scuff toecap - safety toecap in 
composite material - reflective piping - made in Italy

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

black

DASSY ® HERMES/S3 
MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE (10001)

Plasmafeel® lining - zero-perforation and antistatic Kevlar safety midsole 
transparent anti-slip outsole with scuff toecap - safety toecap in com-
posite material - reflective piping - made in Italy

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 38-48
UK 5-13

black

DASSY ® ZEUS/S3 
LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE (10002)

100%
COMPO
COMPO

100%
COMPO
COMPO
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S1P

DASSY® ACHILLES

DASSY® JUPITER

S3

DASSY® THANOS

DASSY® SPARTA

DASSY® CORUS

DASSY® HERMES

DASSY® ZEUS

DASSY® NEPTUNUS
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* Waterproof through waterproof membrane. Slip resistance tested on ceramic tile floor with detergent and water, 
and on steel floor with glycerol. 

ESD

Shock  
absorber heels

E

Oil and petrol 
resistant sole

FO

Protects 
against short 
contact with 

heat

Sole in zero 
perforation 
composite  
material

Breathable 
leather upper

Water- 
repellent  

upper leather 

 WRU     WR*

Composite or 
steel toecap

Antistatic 
shoes

A

Insulated
against heat

HI

Plasmafeel® lining - zero-perforation and antistatic Kevlar safety midsole 
transparent anti-slip outsole - safety toecap in composite material 
metal-free - made in Italy

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012/SRC

EU 36-48
UK 3-13

white/grey

DASSY ® NEPTUNUS/S3 
LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE (10007)

100%
COMPO
COMPO

DASSY ® ARES 
INSOLE (800055)

DASSY ® CERES 
ROUND LACES (800063)

Length 130 cm - suitable for the following DASSY® shoes: 
Hermes, Zeus and Jupiter
length 150 cm - suitable for the DASSY® Thanos shoe

PESPA65 - 65% polyester/35% polyamide

Anti-bacterial treatment - antistatic - shock absorbing - sold per pair 
suitable for all DASSY® shoes

PESPE50 - polyester/latex/polyethylene

EU 36-48
UK 3-13
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Day after day you dot the i’s and cross the t’s in the performance of your job. Why would this be any different for the choice of 
your workwear? DASSY offers a wide range of professional accessories so as to complement your work outfit. Our aim is to 
make your everyday performance easier, more functional and more comfortable.

- Wear the pre-formed and flexible CE-certified CRATOS kneepads to make it easier to do prolonged work on your knees. 

- Complement your outfit with versatile tool pouches and keep all your tools within reach.

- Avoid sore feet as a result of poorly fitting socks. Wear the DASSY work socks for an optimal fit, breathable properties and  
  high insulation value. 

- Wear a hat and scarf in the cold and protect your head against the burning sun with the DASSY® TRITON cap. 

DASSY ACCESSORIES
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EN 14404:2004
+ A1:2010 

Type 2 level 1

DASSY ® NOTUS 
KNEE PADS (800013)
Strong and robust for maximum protection. 
Extremely flexible and fits the shape of the knee.

polyethylene

DASSY ® CRATOS 
CERTIFIED KNEE PADS (TYPE 2, LEVEL 1) (800047)

Complies with all tests for ergonomics, perforation, force and  
impact. The pre-formed knee pads fit perfectly around the knee and 
provide an optimal protection.

polyethylene

Adjustable length - width 3,7 cm
maximum length 135 cm
100% polyester

DASSY ® ODIN 
KNITTED BEANIE (910011)
Reversible - double layered
100% cotton
1 SIZE

anthracite grey

DASSY ® THEMIS 
BRACES (800062)
Adjustable length - width 3,5 cm - metal clips 
stretchable - X shape - suitable for all DASSY work 
trousers

93% nylon/6% polyester/1% rubber

Length 175 cm
100% cotton  

anthracite grey

DASSY ® AURA 
KNITTED SCARF (800O68)

Adjustable length - width 3,7 cm
maximum length 135 cm
100% polyester

DASSY ® SATURNUS 
BELT (800026)

DASSY ® MERCURIUS
PRINTED BELT (800019)
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DASSY ® CRATOS 
CERTIFIED KNEE PADS (TYPE 2, LEVEL 1) (800047)

DASSY ® JUNO 
WOOL SOCKS (720002)
Heel and toe reinforcement for additional protection - rib knitted 
arch and shaft for a perfect fitting - high thermal insulation capacity 
stretchable - high and fast moisture absorbance 

WOPANPA20 - 63,7% acrylic/27,2% wool
8,3% nylon/0,8% Lycra®

EU 36-39 / 40-43 / 44-47
UK 3-6 / 61/2 -9 / 10-12

DASSY ® PLUTO
COOLMAXFX® SOCKS (720001)
Heel, achilles tendon and toe reinforcement for additional protection - rib 
knitted arch and shaft for a perfect fitting - channel knit and Coolmaxfx® 
yarn for moisture transport and constant dry skin - anti-bacterial treat-
ment

PESCOPAN30 - 40,7% Coolmaxfx®/40,7% cotton/17,3% nylon 
1,3% Lycra®

EU 36-39 / 40-43 / 44-47
UK 3-6 / 61/2 -9 / 10-12

DASSY ® BRIGHTON
TOOL POUCH (800002)
Spacious and flexible Cordura® tool pouch with 2 large pockets. Easy to 
attach to and detach from the belt through 2 loops with snap fasteners. 
Suitable for our DASSY belts.

100% nylon Cordura®

DASSY ® GORDON
WITH LOOPS 
CANVAS TOOL POUCHES BY PAIR WITH VELCRO 
LOOPS (800076)

Easy to attach to and detach from the belt through 2 velcro loops - two 
large Cordura® nail pouches including 3 tool loops

CORDURA PA 05 - 1st FABRIC - 100% nylon Cordura®

PESCO 25 - 2nd FABRIC - 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

black/anthracite grey, moss green/black, anthracite grey/black,  
midnight blue/black, olive green/black

 

®

DASSY ® TRITON 
CAP (910004)
Adjustable with velcro fastener 
100% cotton

black, beige
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FABRICS The core of DASSY workwear lies in its fabric. That is why strict quality requirements are set early on, 
at the selection of the fabrics, which are subsequently subject to a multitude of tests to achieve the 
best result. This resolute approach results in durable, hard-wearing and colourfast fabrics, in which 
comfort and design are of fundamental importance as well.  

Durable fabrics do not tear easily. We perform thorough tests on our fabrics to ensure appropriate tensile and tear resistance. This is for 
example done by means of a tear test, in which a small incision is made in both directions of the fabric, after which we measure the strength 
required to tear the fabric further. Similar tests are carried out to determine the tensile resistance of the fabric. 
In this case, we measure the strength required to tear the fabric over a certain width without making an incision in advance.  
In both cases the strength of the fabric is in proportion to the strength required to tear the fabric. 

DURABLE FABRICS - WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU?

OUR FABRICS

Another way to define the durability of a fabric is to define the fabric’s  
resistance to abrasion. This is measured by subjecting the fabric to a rotating, 
concentric rub under a certain amount of pressure. The test result is expressed 
in the number of cycles (rubs or revolutions) the device has made until visible 
abrasion appears. The higher this number, the more durable the fabric and the 
longer your piece of clothing will last. 

Apart from these tests, all fabrics are also thoroughly tested for 
seam slippage resistance, anti-pilling properties and colour fastness  
combined with appropriate washing tests. We test all fabrics in our own 
labs and also have them tested by independent and internationally recognised 
testing institutes. This enables us to guarantee you the best results.

ABRASION RESISTANCE

TENSILE PROPERTIES AND TEAR RESISTANCE

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

CORDURA®   
 (PA05 - PA06)

An outstanding fabric for exceptionally strong and long- 
lasting workwear. The polyamide fibre found in Cordura® fabric  
ensures a superior durability. Moreover, an additional treatment 
makes it water- and dirt-repellent, for extra comfort and low main-
tenance. DASSY uses this fabric to reinforce clothing, where risk of  
abrasion is the highest, making crucial parts such as knee  
pockets, elbow patches, chest and leg pockets stronger and even more  
hard-wearing. 
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POLYESTER-COTTON 
(PESCO61 (± 245 g/m2), PESCO63 (± 250 g/m2), 
PESCO64 (± 300 g/m2), 65% polyester - 35% cotton)

This hard-wearing fibre combination ensures durable fabrics that are also 
very comfortable to wear. The blend of polyester and cotton makes for a 
wear-resistant fabric, which offers a high colour fastness, even in case of 
regular high-temperature washing. Thanks to its well-known qualities, this 
fabric is widely used in various sectors such as construction, road works 
and the service industries. 
Moreover, the PESCO63, used in the D-FX collection, is water-repellent and 
elastic. These valuable qualities are obtained through a water-repellent finish 
and mechanical stretch in the fabric.
Choose from the three available grammages in the DASSY range of products: 
± 245, 250 or 300 g/m², depending on the type of work.

Used in DASSY models: NOVA, MAGNETIC, SPECTRUM, LIVERPOOL, NASHVILLE, 
VEGAS, MIAMI, BOSTON, OXFORD, SEATTLE and SEATTLE KIDS work trousers, 
COSMIC, BARI, ROMA and  MONZA work shorts, VOLTIC, CALAIS, VENTURA and 
VERSAILLES brace overalls, CANNES overall, ATOM, NOUVILLE and LUGANO 
work jackets, AVILA, FARO, MONS and HULST body warmers.

FABRICS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CANVAS, COTTON-POLYESTER 
(COPES60, 60% cotton - 40% polyester, ± 340 g/m²)

Strong fabric blend of cotton and polyester with high abrasion resistance 
and a rough look. A durable fabric that has a pleasantly soft feel when worn. 
This high wearing comfort is furthermore combined with optimal freedom of 
movement thanks to light horizontal mechanical stretch.

Used in DASSY models: KINGSTON, JACKSON and TEXAS work trousers and 
TULSA work jacket.

CANVAS, POLYESTER-COTTON 
(PESCO25, 65% polyester - 35% cotton, ± 295 g/m²) 

Extremely tough and known for its superior durability, thanks to a specific 
blend   of polyester and cotton. The slight horizontal mechanical stretch 
offers additional freedom of movement and comfort. In addition, the finish 
on the inside makes the fabric even softer. A tough, rugged look is obtained 
through its specific weave and maintained through a high colour fastness. 
With an optimal fabric weight of ± 295 g/m², this fabric is pleasant to 
wear in summertime as well as during the winter. In short, a great deal of  
advantages combined into one nice-looking fabric.

Used in DASSY models: STARK, CONNOR and SMITH work trousers, WAYNE  
body warmer, KENT work jacket, BOLT brace overall and GORDON WITH LOOPS 
tool pouches. 

COTTON 
(CO43, 100% cotton, ±  320 g/m²)

This cotton variant is used to extend the DASSY collections. Clothing  
manufactured from cotton always has a very comfortable feel by nature. 
In addition, the insulation and ventilation properties constitute added value 
for work clothing applications. CO43, the cotton variant used, benefits the 
life span of the cotton piece of clothing. When purchasing cotton clothing 
please always take into account the susceptibility to shrinkage during the 
first washes. 

Used in DASSY models: LIVERPOOL and MIAMI work trousers, VENTURA brace 
overall,  NIMES overall and LOCARNO work jacket.
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FLAME RETARDANT FABRIC 
(CO73, 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m²)

A durable cotton fabric that offers excellent protection for  
welding and allied processes after a flame retardant finish.  
This fabric combines the comfort to wear as well as all insula-
tion and ventilation advantages of cotton with advanced flame 
retardant protection.  This fabric is therefore appropriately  
applied in the entire DASSY flame retardant collection, all  
garments of which have been certified in accordance with 
the European ISO standards for welding and heat-resistant  
clothing (EN ISO 11611:2007 welding clothing, EN ISO 11612:2008  
heat-resistant clothing).

Used in DASSY models: ARIZONA work trousers, DAKOTA brace 
overall, TORONTO overall and MONTANA work jacket.

MULTINORM FABRIC 
(COPES75, 75% cotton - 24% polyester - 1% Negastat®, 
± 290 g/m²)

For protective clothing in flame-retardant and antistatic mate-
rial, DASSY consciously selects materials of European origin. The 
fabric in cotton-polyester, with cotton as its main constituent, 
obtains its antistatic quality through the incorporation of car-
bon fibre into the weave. In addition, extra fabric treatments 
provide protection against liquid chemicals and electric arcs. 
All clothing manufactured from this fabric has been certified in 
accordance with the following European standards: 
IEC 61482-2:2009, EN ISO 11612:2008, EN ISO 11611:2007, 
EN 1149-5:2008 and  EN 13034:2005+A1:2009.

Used in DASSY models: LINCOLN work trousers, WILSON brace 
overall, NIORT overall and KIEL work jacket.

HIGH-VISIBILITY FABRIC 
(PESCO74, 60% polyester - 40% cotton, ± 290 g/m²)

High visibility is created through reflective strips on the one 
hand and through fluorescent material processed into the piece  
of clothing on the other hand. The high-visibility fabric DASSY 
processes in high-visibility clothing consists of a blend of  
polyester and cotton. This combination results in a durable fabric that 
is furthermore very comfortable to wear. Combined with the water- 
repellent and fluorescent follow-up treatment, all clothing 
manufactured from this fabric meets the EN ISO 20471 high- 
visibility standards.

Used in DASSY models: OMAHA, PHOENIX, LANCASTER,  
BUFFALO, CHICAGO and GLASGOW work trousers, TOULOUSE and 
MALMEDY brace overalls, VENNA and LUCCA work shorts and 
DUSSELDORF and ORLANDO work jackets.

MULTINORM-HIGH VISIBILITY FABRIC 
(COPES77, 50% cotton - 49% polyester - 1% Negastat®, 
± 330 g/m²)

For protective clothing in flame-retardant, antistatic and high 
visibility fabrics, DASSY consciously selects materials of Euro-
pean origin. The fabric in cotton-polyester, with a near equal 
share of cotton as polyester, obtains its antistatic quality 
through the incorporation of carbon fibre into the weave. In 
addition, extra fabric treatments provide protection against li-
quid chemicals and electric arcs. All clothing manufactured from 
this fabric has been certified in accordance with the following 
European standards: EN ISO 20471:2013, IEC 61482-2:2009, 
EN ISO 11612:2008, EN ISO 11611:2007, EN 1149-5:2008, EN 
13034:2005+A1:2009.

Used in DASSY models: LENOX and MANCHESTER work trousers, 
FRANKLIN work jacket, SPENCER overall and COLOMBIA brace  
overall. 
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WATERPROOFNESS AND BREATHABILITY - WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU?

BREATHABLE 
The breathability of the fabric ensures that transpiration moisture can escape quickly. This enables you to stay dry while at work. The permea-

bility of a fabric is measured on the basis of the speed with which water vapour can escape. This is expressed in “MVP”, or “Moisture Vapour 

Permeability”. The higher the MVP value, the stronger the breathability of the fabric.

WATERPROOF 
A waterproof fabric ensures that rain and snow cannot penetrate for a long time, enabling you to stay dry and continue to work even in bad 

weather. A fabric’s waterproofness is determined by measuring the quantity of water – the so-called “water column” – a fabric can resist 

before moisture starts to penetrate. This is expressed in “WR”, or “Water Resistance”. The higher the result, the longer you can continue to 

work in bad weather without experiencing any discomfort.

10000
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9000
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7000
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MVP = BREATHABLE

WR = WATERPROOF 

LAMINATED CANVAS 
(PES90, 100% polyester - laminated, ± 240 g/m²)

Thanks to the positive waterproof, windproof and 

breathable characteristics, this type of canvas fabric is  

perfectly suited for the DASSY DNA Austin. The outer layer of  

polyester is water-repellent and laminated with a water-

proof and breathable membrane. This means that water 

and wind cannot penetrate from the outside and your body  

temperature is ideally maintained while transpiration 

moisture can escape. The result: a fabric that allows you to 

continue to work comfortably in rain or snow for a longer 

period of time.

Used in DASSY model: AUSTIN winter jacket.

COATED POLYESTER
(PES70, 100% polyester - polyurethane coating, ± 200 g/m²)

This high-performance fabric is perfectly suited for the 

DASSY Atlantis high-visibility parka, the Bilbao high- 

visibility body warmer, LIMA winter jacket and SOLA work 

trousers after a fluorescent treatment. The waterproof seams 

and this type of canvas fabric guarantee sound protection 

against the rain. “To coat” means to cover with a finishing 

layer or “top coat”. This process ensures that the fabric is 

both waterproof and windproof while transpiration moisture 

can still evaporate. This breathability reduces the risk of  

heating or moisture accumulation and enables you to  

continue to work comfortably even during long working 

hours. 

Used in DASSY models: LIMA winter jacket, ATLANTIS parka, 

BILBAO body warmer and SOLA work trousers.
WR: 10.000mm - MVP: 7000g/m²/24h EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - class 3

RAIN RAIN

TRANSPIRATION TRANSPIRATION

WIND WIND

QUILTED LINING LINING

LAMINATION COATING

OUTER FABRIC OUTER FABRIC
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WINDPROOF AND
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

SKIN

TRANSPIRATION

RAIN

OUTER FABRIC

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

SOFTSHELL
(PES21, 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m²)

(PES74, 100% polyester, ± 310 g/m²)

DASSY makes use of a three-layered softshell fabric for a 

new generation of advanced outdoor clothing: even more 

flexible, more breathable and more comfortable. This 

supple fabric is slightly elastic and provides appropriate  

freedom of movement. The combination with fleece lining 

on the inside guarantees a higher level of insulation and  

breathability. The three-layered structure of the fabric  

consists of an external and an internal material as well as 

a breathable membrane applied in between. This means 

the fabric is windproof and waterproof while transpiration 

moisture can still escape. This prevents moisture accumula-

tion or heating, as a result of which the wearer can stay dry 

and continue to work.

Used in DASSY models: GRAVITY, TAVIRA, JAKARTA and  

MALAGA softshell jackets and bodywarmer FUSION.

THREE-LAYERED FLEECE
(PES28, 100% polyester, ± 350 g/m²)

Not just any fleece fabric. This fleece not only has a high 

insulation level, as a result of which body temperature is 

maintained in an excellent manner, but the advanced 

three-layer structure also ensures that the fabric is water-

proof, windproof and especially breathable. So wind and 

rain can’t penetrate while transpiration moisture actu-

ally can ventilate. This prevents moisture accumulation or  

heating and keeps the wearer dry at any given time.

Used in DASSY model CROFT fleece jacket.

WR: 5000mm - MVP: 5000g/m²/24h

WR: 4000mm  - MVP: 2000g/m²/24h

WINDPROOF AND
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

SKIN

TRANSPIRATION

RAIN

OUTER FABRIC

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

RAIN

TRANSPIRATION

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

WINDPROOF AND 
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

OUTER FABRIC

RAIN

RAIN

TRANSPIRATION

TRANSPIRATION

WIND

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

WINDPROOF AND 
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

WINDPROOF AND 
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE OUTER FABRIC

OUTER FABRIC

WINDPROOF AND
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

SKIN

TRANSPIRATION

RAIN

OUTER FABRIC

WIND

FLEECE FABRIC

3D-MESH

LAMINATED POLYESTER FABRIC (OXFORD WEAVE)
(PES80, 100% polyester – TPU laminated, ± 200 g/m2)

This fabric in 100% polyester is laminated with a water- 

proof and breathable TPU (Thermoplastic polyurethane) 

membrane. This means that water and wind cannot penetrate 

from the outside, an indispensable quality for the DASSY D-FX 

Hyper wind-and waterproof jacket. 

Moreover, the membrane makes it still possible for tran-

spiration moisture to evaporate. This prevents heating and 

moisture accumulation and enables you to continue to work 

comfortably. 

Used in DASSY model HYPER wind-and waterproof jacket. 

EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - class 3
WR: 5000mm - MVP: 5000g/m2/24h
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WASHING INSTRUCTIONS PERSONALIZE 
YOUR WORKWEAR

Every DASSY garment carries a label with clear washing instructions. Following  

these instructions increases the durability of the garments. The washing, drying 

and ironing guidelines are always designed to care for the most delicate part of the 

garment. Below is a brief explanation of the various washing symbols.

Normal washing programme

Normal washing programme
Gentle process

Normal washing programme

Normal washing programme

Normal washing programme

Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry

Dry at a low temperature

Dry at a normal temperature

Do not iron

Max. 110°

Max. 150°

Max. 200°

Dry clean using perchlorethylene
or mineral benzenes

Dry clean

Gentle process

Do not dry clean

FLAME RETARDANT CLOTHING 
Industrially washing workwear, manufactured out of polyester-cotton-coloured wash at 75°C  

in combination with tumble drying.

EN ISO 15797:2004
The garments that meet this standard have been tested in accordance with the EN ISO 15797 

industrial washing procedures. This international standard specifies the test procedure as well as 

the method of washing and drying workwear in polyester-cotton in an industrial environment. 

It serves as a basis for determining the shrinkage value, among other things. DASSY workwear 

meeting this standard achieved good results in the test under PRO 8A class (coloured wash at 

75°C in combination with tumble drying).

 

EN ISO 15797
Industrial washable 

P

P

WASH SYMBOLS

INDUSTRIAL WASHABLE 

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

40°

40°

60°

90°

30°
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PERSONALIZE 
YOUR WORKWEAR

Highlight your company name or logo by having it embroidered or printed 

on your workwear. This way, you will stand out and maximise your corporate 

image advertising.

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

DID YOU KNOW?

YOUR CHOICE

There are various ways to put your company logo or name on your workwear. The choice you make largely depends on the garment you 

wish to personalise. For example, embroidery is the best solution for fleece jackets, while silk-screen or transfer printing is ideal for T-shirts 

and polo shirts. In addition, embroidery or printing on the back of your DASSY workwear becomes very simple thanks to a printer zipper.

Together, we always look for the most suitable customised solution to optimally represent your company image. Please contact your 

DASSY dealer for more information or to receive a detailed offer.

Choose from the wide range of DASSY products to provide all your employ-

ees with uniform work clothing. 

All collections are structured in such a way that you can quickly and easily 

find the right clothing combinations entirely in line with your company 

colours. Are you looking for a unique collection of professional workwear 

specially designed for you? This is possible! Ask your DASSY dealer for more 

information.

Achieve maximum results from your corporate image advertising by making sure your logo or name is clearly visible. The ideal place on 

your work jacket is on the back or on the chest; in case of work trousers the back pocket or leg is very suitable for all your personalisations. 

For waterproof garments, embroidery is not advisable since water must not be given the opportunity to come through the embroidered 

fabric. In this case silk-screen or transfer printing can offer a solution.

The printing or embroidering of safety workwear is subject to restrictions as well. In case of high-visibility clothing for example, it reduces 

the reflective surface area, so that the certification of the garment is jeopardised. Always contact the safety adviser in advance for more 

information or ask your DASSY dealer for advice. 

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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C = INSIDE LEG LENGTH

STANDARD (normal)

The STANDARD inside leg length is 81 cm with a 5 cm  

large hem. This allows the trousers to be easily extended to a  

maximum length of 86 cm.

MINUS (short)

The MINUS inside leg length is 75 cm with a 5 cm large hem. 

This allows the trousers to be easily extended to a maximum 

length of 80 cm.

PLUS (long)

The PLUS inside leg length is 87 cm with a 5 cm large hem. 

This allows the trousers to be easily extended to a maximum 

length of 92 cm.

INSIDE LEG LENGTH

LARGE HEM 

With a few exceptions, DASSY work trousers are offered in three different inside leg lengths: 

the ‘Standard’, the ‘Plus’ and the ‘Minus’. The latter two are not available in all sizes and  

colours. More information about the availability can be found in the DASSY measurement table. 

Measure your inside leg length 
on the trousers as in the  
drawing, from the crotch to 
the desired length, without 
pulling the measuring tape 
too tight.

DASSY trousers, overalls and brace overalls have a special hem. It has a double finish and can easily 

be lengthened by 5 cm without extra work. This means that the legs can be extended by undoing just 

one seam in the hem and that the hem of the lengthened trouser is still finished.

AFTER

BEFORE
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 TROUSERS/STANDARD
 BE-LU-FR 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

 DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK 42 44 46 48 50 52 53 54 56 58 60 62 63 64 66 67

 UK-IE 28 30 31 33 35 36 38 39 41 43 44 46 47 49 50 52

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 68-72 72-76 76-80 80-84 84-88 88-92 92-96 96-100 100-104 104-108 108-112 112-116 116-120 120-124 124-128 128-132

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 27-28 28-30 30-31 31-33 33-35 35-36 36-38 38-39 39-41 41-43 43-44 44-46 46-47 47-49 49-50 50-52

 JEANS/STANDARD
 BE-LU-FR 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

 DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK 42 44 46 48 50 52 53 54 56 58 60 62 63 64 66 67

 UK-IE 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 x 44 46 x 48 50

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 68-72 72-76 76-80 80-84 84-88 88-92 92-96 96-100 100-104 104-108 108-112 112-116 116-120 120-124 124-128 128-132

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 27-28 28-30 30-31 31-33 33-35 35-36 36-38 38-39 39-41 41-43 43-44 44-46 46-47 47-49 49-50 50-52

 Inside leg length in cm (C) 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81 81

 Inside leg length in inches (C) 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

 Brace overalls/standard
 BE-LU-FR 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

 DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK 42 44 46 48 50 52 53 54 56 58 60 62 63 64 66 67

 UK-IE 28 30 31 33 35 36 38 39 41 43 44 46 47 49 50 52

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 72-76 76-80 80-84 84-88 88-92 92-96 96-100 100-104 104-108 108-112 112-116 116-120 120-124 124-128 128-132 132-136

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 28-30 30-31 31-33 33-35 35-36 36-38 38-39 39-41 41-43 43-44 44-46 46-47 47-49 49-50 50-52 52-54

B = WAIST

A = CHEST

C = INSIDE LEG LENGTH

STANDARD = 81-86 cm/32-34” 
MINUS* = 75-80 cm/30-31” 
PLUS* = 87-92 cm/34-36” 

Take your measurements on the body 

as shown in the drawing, without pulling 

the measuring tape too tight.

* Plus and minus are available in following sizes: 

  from sizes 40 up to 54 (BE-LU-FR)

  from sizes 46 up to 58 (DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK)

  from sizes 31 up to 43 (UK-IE)

  from sizes 28 up to 42 (UK-jeans)

 Smaller and larger sizes are available on order,   

 at a surcharge.

THE RIGHT SIZE - DASSY PROFESSIONAL WORKWEAR

 jackets - T-shirts - polo-shirts -  sweaters
 Sizes XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

 Chest measurement in cm (A) -88 88-96 96-104 104-112 112-120 120-128 128-136

 Chest measurement in inches (A) -35 35-38 38-41 41-44 44-47 47-50 50-54

 OVERALLS/STANDARD
 Sizes XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

 Chest measurement in cm (A) -88 88-96 96-104 104-112 112-120 120-128 128-136

 Chest measurement in inches (A) -35 35-38 38-41 41-44 44-47 47-50 50-54
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B = WAIST

B = WAIST

E = HIP

A = CHEST

A = CHEST

C = INSIDE LEG LENGTH

Take your measurements on the body 
as shown in the drawing, without pulling 
the measuring tape too tight.

Take your measurements on the body 
as shown in the drawing, without pulling 
the measuring tape too tight.

THE RIGHT SIZE - DASSY WOMEN WORKWEAR

THE RIGHT SIZE - DASSY KIDS WORKWEAR

 TROUSERS/standard
 BE-LU-FR 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

 DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

 UK-IE 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 62-66 66-70 70-74 74-78 78-82 82-86 86-91 91-97

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 24-26 26-28 28-29 29-31 31-32 32-34 34-36 36-38

 Inside leg length in cm (C) 81-86 81-86 81-86 81-86 81-86 81-86 81-86 81-86

 Inside leg length in inches (C) 32-34 32-34 32-34 32-34 32-34 32-34 32-34 32-34

 Hip measurements in cm (E) 87-91 91-95 95-99 99-103 103-107 107-111 111-116 116-122

 Hip measurements in inches (E) 34-36 36-37 37-39 39-41 41-42 42-44 44-46 46-48

 JACKETS - T-shirts - polo-shirts
 Sizes XS S M L XL

 Chest measurement in cm (A) 74-82 82-90 90-98 98-106 107-119

 Chest measurement in inches (A) 29-32 32-35 35-39 39-42 42-47

 SWEAT SHIRTS
 Sizes 98/104 110/116 122/128 134/140 146/152 158/164

 Age 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 11/12 13/14

 Chest measurement in cm (A) -56 56-61 61-64 64-71 71-78 78-86

 Chest measurement in inches (A) -22 22-24 24-25 25-28 28-31 31-34

 Total length in cm (D) -104 105-116 117-128 129-140 141-152 153-164

 Total length in inches (D) -41 41-46 46-50 51-55 56-60 60-65

 TROUSERS/STANDARD
 Sizes 104 110 116 122 128 134 140 146 152 158 164

 Age 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 57-58 58-59,5 59,5-61 61-62,5 62,5-64 64-66 66-68 68-70 70-72 72-74 74-76

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 22-23 23-23,5 23,5-24 24-24,5 24,5-25 25-26 26-27 27-27,5 27,5-28 28-29 29-30

 Total length in cm (D) 99-104 105-110 111-116 117-122 123-128 129-134 135-140 141-146 147-152 153-158 159-164

 Total length in inches (D) 39-41 41-43 44-46 46-48 48-50 51-53 53-55 56-57 58-60 60-62 63-65

D = TOTAL LENGTH
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 SAFETY TROUSERS/STANDARD
 BE-LU-FR 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

 DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK 42 44 46 48 50 52 53 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

 UK-IE 28 30 31 33 35 36 38 39 41 43 45 48 50 52

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 70-74 74-78 78-82 82-86 86-90 90-94 94-98 98-102 102-106 106-111 111-117 117-123 123-129 129-135

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 28-29 29-31 31-32 32-34 34-35 35-37 37-39 39-40 40-42 42-44 44-46 46-48 48-51 51-53

 SAFETY Brace overalls/standard
 BE-LU-FR 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

 DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK 42 44 46 48 50 52 53 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

 UK-IE 28 30 31 33 35 36 38 39 41 43 45 48 50 52

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 74-78 78-82 82-86 86-90 90-94 94-98 98-102 102-106 106-111 111-117 117-123 123-129 129-135 135-141

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 29-31 31-32 32-34 34-35 35-37 37-39 39-40 40-42 42-44 44-46 46-48 48-51 51-53 53-55

 Total length in cm (D) 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188

 Total length in inches (D) 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74

 SAFETY jackets
 SIZES XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

 Chest measurement in cm (A) 78-86 86-94 94-102 102-110 110-118 118-129 129-141

 Chest measurement in inches (A) 31-34 34-37 37-40 40-43 43-46 46-51 51-56

 Total length in cm (D) 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188

 Total length in inches (D) 65-74 65-74 65-74 65-74 65-74 65-74 65-74

 SAFETY overalls/standard
 SIZES XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

 Chest measurement in cm (A) 78-86 86-94 94-102 102-110 110-118 118-129 129-141

 Chest measurement in inches (A) 31-34 34-37 37-40 40-43 43-46 46-51 51-56

 Total length in cm (D) 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188

 Total length in inches (D) 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74 71-74

 SAFETY RAIN TROUSERS
 SIZES XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

 Waist measurement in cm (B) 70-78 78-86 86-94 94-102 102-111 111-123 123-135

 Waist measurement in inches (B) 28-31 31-34 34-37 37-40 40-44 44-48 48-53

B = WAIST

D = TOTAL LENGTH

A = CHEST

C = INSIDE LEG LENGTH

STANDARD = 81-86 cm/32-34” 
MINUS* = 75-80 cm/30-31” 
PLUS* = 87-92 cm/34-36” 

STANDARD = 180-188 cm/71-74” 
MINUS* = 172-180 cm/68-71” 
PLUS* = 188-196 cm/74-77” 

Take your measurements on the body 
as shown in the drawing, without pulling 
the measuring tape too tight.

* Plus and minus are available in following sizes: 
  from sizes 40 up to 54 (BE-LU-FR)

  from sizes 46 up to 58 (DE-NL-CH-AU-HR-CZ-EE-FI-DK)
  from sizes 31 up to 43 (UK-IE)

 Smaller and larger sizes are available on order,   
 at a surcharge.

THE RIGHT SIZE - DASSY SAFETY WORKWEAR
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© DISCLAIMER EN COPYRIGHT:

The DASSY® name and logo are legally protected. Any use of these or similar signs is strictly prohibited without 
prior and written consent of DASSY EUROPE BVBA.
All other names or signs appearing in this publication are for identification purposes of the DASSY® models or 
DASSY® collections and are therefore always subordinate to the brand itself.

The content of this publication is also protected by copyright. Any copy or reproduction is prohibited without prior 
and written consent by DASSY®. DASSY® pursues a continuous product development and reserves the right to 
change the collection, technical specifications or designs at all times and without prior notification. DASSY® will not 
be held responsible for printing errors. Product colours and details may differ slightly from the originals.
 

PHOTOGRAPHY: BOAfotostudio.be I LAYOUT: Lynn Stevens - DASSY I COPYWRITING: Elyn Vanneste - DASSY 
 



HIDDEN BUTTON
A hidden button eliminates the risk of scratches or 
electrical conductivity on the job.

POCKETS REINFORCED WITH CORDURA®

Store away your tools safely in these tough, 
hard-wearing pockets.

ADJUSTABLE CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS
These Cordura® knee pockets are certified in  
combination with the DASSY CRATOS knee pads and 
offer you a complete knee protection. 
(EN 14404:2004+A1:2010).

ADJUSTABLE BACK ELASTIC
Your trousers fit perfectly around your waist, thanks 
to the adjustable back elastic.

THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING
Three-needle stitching on this item guarantees a 
long-lasting product.

LARGE HEM
Easily lengthen your work trousers by five  
centimetres, thanks to the hem’s double finish.

RIB-KNIT STORM CUFFS
Close-fitting storm cuffs in the sleeves offer extra 
protection against wind.

PRINTER ZIPPER
A printer zipper allows you to easily print or  
embroider your company name or logo on the back.

SYSTEM ZIP
An outer and inner jacket, each provided with 
a system zip, can be combined to form a 2-in-1 
jacket. The outer jacket has two zips: a nor-
mal front zip and the system zip, used to zip in 
an inner jacket. Inner jackets only have one zip: 
the system zip, both for individual and combined 
use. This way, you can easily zip the BILBAO high  
visibility body warmer into the ATLANTIS high  
visibility parka.

BREATHABLE
A breathable fabric allows moisture vapour to be 
transmitted through the material. This way, you re-
main dry while working.

WINDPROOF
This fabric is windproof, preventing wind from 
passing through and preserving your body  
temperature. 

WATERPROOF FABRIC
This fabric is waterproof, preventing water from 
seeping through for a long time.

WATERPROOF GARMENT
This garment is completely waterproof, both the 
fabric and the seams do not allow water to pene-
trate, leaving you optimally protected in case of 
rain.

STRETCH FABRIC
The use of stretch fabric makes for flexible and  
highly comfortable workwear. 

SYMBOLS
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